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TABLE 1: TIMELINE OF MAJOR EVENTS IN THE CASE STUDY*

- September 11, 2001: Terrorists hijack four commercial airliners, crashing them into the World Trade Center in New York City, the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.; the fourth airliner (United Flight 93) crashed in a field in Somerset County, Pennsylvania.

- October 4, 2001: President Bush signs an order authorizing the creation of the Stellarwind surveillance program.

- October 26, 2001: President Bush signs the PATRIOT Act into law.

- January 31, 2002: Representatives of the National Security Agency and the Department of Justice inform Judge Lamberth of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court about the Stellarwind program.

- March 10, 2004: Alberto Gonzales and Andrew Card confront James Comey, Patrick Philbin, and Jack Goldsmith at the George Washington University Hospital in an effort to convince Attorney General John Ashcroft to reauthorize the Stellarwind program.

- March 11, 2004: President Bush reauthorizes Stellarwind without the approval of the Department of Justice.

- March 12, 2004: President Bush meets with James Comey and Robert Mueller, agreeing to make the Stellarwind program comport with Department of Justice requirements.

- July 14, 2004: The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court approves the first section of Stellarwind surveillance.


- December 17, 2005: In a weekly address, President Bush acknowledges the existence of the surveillance program leaked to the New York Times (a.k.a. Stellarwind).

*Sourcing for these dates can be found in the appendix.
• April 3, 2007: Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court Judge Robert Vinson rejects the Department of Justice’s attempt to bring a final portion of the Stellarwind program under the court’s authorities.

• August 5, 2007: President Bush signs the Protect America Act of 2007 into law.

• July 10, 2008: President Bush signs the FISA Amendments Act of 2008 into law.
# TABLE 2: RECURRING INDIVIDUALS IN THE CASE STUDY*

- George W. Bush, President of the United States
- Richard Cheney, Vice President of the United States
- John Ashcroft, Attorney General
- General Michael V. Hayden, Director, National Security Agency
- Alberto Gonzales, White House Counsel (during the time of the case study, he later became Attorney General)
- David Addington, Counsel to the Vice President
- Andrew Card, White House Chief of Staff
- Robert Deitz, General Counsel, National Security Agency
- James Comey, Deputy Attorney General, Department of Justice
- Robert Mueller, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
- Jack Goldsmith, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice
- John Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice
- Patrick Philbin, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice (during the time of the case study, he later became an Associate Deputy Attorney General)
- James Baker, Counsel for Intelligence Policy, Office of Intelligence Policy and Review, Department of Justice
- Royce Lamberth, Chief Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
- Colleen Kollar-Kotelly, Chief Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (following Chief Judge Lamberth)
- Robert Vinson, Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court

*Sourcing for these references can be found in the appendix.
# LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABA</td>
<td>American Bar Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACLU</td>
<td>American Civil Liberties Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNI</td>
<td>Director of National Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOJ</td>
<td>Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISA</td>
<td>Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISA Amendments Act</td>
<td>Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Amendments Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISC</td>
<td>Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Intelligence Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Immigration and Naturalization Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRI</td>
<td>Intergroup Relational Identity theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA</td>
<td>National Security Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYPD</td>
<td>New York City Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODNI</td>
<td>Office of the Director of National Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC</td>
<td>Office of Legal Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA PATRIOT ACT</td>
<td>Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Intelligence stakeholders increasingly expect intelligence officials to be more transparent in the twenty-first century. Stakeholder support is important because intelligence organizations operate most effectively when they have the support of their respective stakeholders, including legislative bodies who give intelligence organizations their authorities, the courts who often review intelligence activities, the media who frame public narratives about intelligence activities, and most importantly the public from whom all authority for intelligence activities derive in a democratic society. This thesis asks the question of how intelligence enterprises can effectively meet stakeholder demands in a manner that sufficiently balances security and liberty interests, thereby maintaining the support of stakeholders and the public writ large.

This thesis uses the social identity perspective as a tool for analysis in the case study methodology. This social psychological framework makes clear how harmful conflicts between groups within organizations and among intelligence stakeholders are to organizational efficacy. The case study in this thesis focuses on the small group of policymakers who controlled U.S. counterterrorism policy in the period immediately after 9/11. By highlighting their unilateral, secretive, and hostile tactics to implement aggressive, norm-changing intelligence programs, the case study denotes the dangers incumbent upon social groups within a security-based organization who embrace the “prevention at all costs” narrative. In the twenty-first century, intelligence officials must be cognizant of the pitfalls awaiting organizations that attempt to unilaterally and aggressively enhance their capabilities in an all-out effort to prevent another terrorist attack. The case study highlights several of those potential consequences, to primarily include the loss of capabilities and authorities, and the threat of institutional instability. Here, the Bush Administration unnecessarily created several potential threats to the efficacy of their own policies through the decisions they made.

---

By focusing on the social identity perspective to analyze the case study, this thesis makes clear that effective leadership is a critical component to strong organizations.\(^2\) Leadership does not equal raw, coercive positional power.\(^3\) Instead, leadership of a group comes from the group’s acceptance and support.\(^4\) According to the social identity perspective, a prototypical leader is an individual who most strongly identifies with a group’s perceived vision of the ideal group member, and who can then take that correlation and use the group’s acceptance to influence group norms.\(^5\) Those in positions of power in organizations must recognize the distinction between power and leadership, and strive to use leadership qualities to positively influence their organization and their surrounding stakeholders.

Looking forward, this thesis provides a foundation upon which future researchers and policymakers may build. Through the Intergroup Relational Identity (IRI) theory, this thesis provides one potential method for improving the ability of intelligence enterprises to balance the equities between security and liberty. The IRI theory is thoroughly steeped in the social identity perspective discussed in this thesis, but it is distinct in the field of social identity in that it focuses on the necessity of intergroup relations as a defining characteristic of groups’ identities.\(^6\) This method recognizes the need to grasp social dynamics when seeking to institute cultural change and uses those forces to the leader’s advantage. Specifically, this application of the IRI theory compels an organizational chief to use certain communication techniques while recruiting and fostering a leadership coalition.\(^7\) Those leaders set the stage for social influence among themselves and among

---


\(^3\) Hogg, 194.


\(^7\) See Hogg, Van Knippenberg, and Rast, 243–45.
their respective ingroups. Through their dialogue, the leadership coalition can mirror stakeholder concerns over intelligence and better prepare the organization for those stakeholder interests. A similar use of the IRI model can also improve relationships with external stakeholders.

By working with external stakeholders and fostering an internal organizational culture that seeks to reasonably balance security and liberty interests, officials lessen the likelihood that stakeholders will one day question and scrutinize their actions for potential abuses of authority or violations of stakeholder expectations. Officials can also use these concepts to prevent many of the dire scenes of social conflict outlined in the case study.

---

8 See Hogg, Van Knippenberg, and Rast, 244; see also Hogg, “A Social Identity Theory of Leadership,” 187.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This thesis begins with the presumption that officials in charge of intelligence and law enforcement enterprises, or any other enterprise deeply related to counterterrorism and homeland security, have an unbridled passion for preventing acts of terror or violence against the people within their jurisdictions. Public servants who comprise the core of those working forces have the same desire. Nothing in this thesis should suggest any malicious intent on the part of intelligence officials, even in events of overreach.

There is a problem, however, in that intelligence and law enforcement officials’ drive for security can come at the cost of awareness of the importance of legal and societal privacy considerations and strictures. Particularly in intelligence enterprises, the organizational culture places an understandable emphasis on preventing terrorist acts, and internal social psychological influences build up pressure to meet the organization’s goals. This leads to social dynamics wherein leadership’s one-sided emphasis and overzealousness on security trickles down throughout subordinates and the agency as a whole. Numerous examples demonstrate that domestic intelligence efforts can lead to overreach and infringements on civil rights and civil liberties—essentially harming the very populations these agencies swore to protect and serve. As James Comey, former director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, once described from the position of the legal advisor:

It can be hard, instead, because the stakes couldn’t be higher. Hard because we are likely to hear the words: “If we don’t do this, people will die.” You can all supply your own this: “If we don’t collect this type of information,” or “If we don’t use this technique,” or “If we don’t extend this authority.” It is extraordinarily difficult to be the attorney standing in front of the freight train that is the need for “this.” Because we don’t want people to die. In fact, we have chosen to devote our lives to institutions whose sworn duty it is to prevent that, whose sworn duty it is to protect our country, our fellow Americans.1

1 James B. Comey, “Intelligence Under the Law,” 10 Green Bag 2D 439 (May 2005), 442.
General Michael Hayden, the former director of the Central Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency, famously described his counterterrorism efforts after September 11, 2001, as “playing to the edge,” meaning that he would do everything in his authority to check Islamic extremist terrorists. He wanted to be aggressive, so much so that—in using a football analogy—he would stay inbounds of the playing field, but his cleats would have chalk on them.² The difficulty for people in General Hayden’s position is that “the edge” in the realm of privacy considerations can be ill-defined and difficult to navigate, to the point that one may not know where troubled waters threaten until one is in neck deep. Because of the focus on security, intelligence leaders often pay little attention to the murkier waters beyond the dangers of strict Fourth Amendment territory, thereby underestimating the institutional harms that may arise from societal concerns attached to other constitutional notions like freedom of speech, freedom of association, due process or equal protection. Inevitably, leaders who are focused so highly on security also underestimate societal concerns of what the people may be willing to have their intelligence leaders do in their name.

The social dynamics of intelligence cultures can provoke intelligence leaders to push the envelope past what is arguably appropriate from legal or societal privacy considerations. Within the bubble of the intelligence ingroup, a single-minded focus on preventing bad acts and the determination of the ingroup’s patrons leaves little awareness on how to handle nuanced issues of public consent. When individuals warn of issues or violations, their positions in an outgroup render their opinions moot, at least until situations reach untenable breaking points.

Just as it is the responsibility of intelligence officials to maintain safety and security for the citizens they protect, it is also the responsibility of every intelligence official to secure the privacy rights, civil rights and civil liberties of the citizenry.³ It can be difficult for intelligence leaders to keep an eye on protected liberties when they are zealously

³ See Hayden, 65, 430.
focused on security, and that focus of leaders will likely trickle down throughout an intelligence enterprise. This research considers the challenge of how leaders of intelligence enterprises may best prepare their organizations for balancing liberty and security concerns through cultural change and more effective policy implementation. This project analyzes intelligence leadership and organizational efforts of the past to consider how implementing potentially overzealous security efforts have previously destroyed the delicate balance between liberty and security.

The difficulty for intelligence leaders intending to play to “the edge” is often in understanding that the edge does not merely include that which will get someone arrested or sued for violations of law. The edge also includes societal privacy expectations, violations for which intelligence enterprises may find swift and harsh backlash. By seeking a greater emphasis on better understanding the contours of “the edge,” this thesis hopes to provide guidance on how to mitigate risks associated with violations of legal and privacy concerns. Producing better, more targeted intelligence, while also keeping intelligence enterprises out of legal or public relations trouble, requires an increased appreciation for legal and privacy considerations within intelligence enterprises. Incorporating legal and privacy concerns into the intelligence enterprise’s organizational culture creates significant benefits beyond simply protecting citizens’ rights including improving the efficacy of intelligence efforts.

B. RESEARCH QUESTION

How should intelligence leaders respond to increasing demands on transparency and privacy when attempting to effectively implement novel intelligence efforts?

C. LITERATURE REVIEW

Scholars and practitioners view liberty and security as two ends on a spectrum. Security is a simple enough concept to understand—in this realm it refers to the prevention of bad acts, typically in regard to terrorism. Trying to grapple with a singular definition of

---

4 From this point forward, this thesis uses “liberty” to mean a series of interchangeable concepts, including “privacy,” and “rule of law.”
privacy, however, would be akin to standing in front of a shouting crowd and parsing out a singular, coherent sentiment. Understanding privacy is important because it is from this notion that both laws and societal considerations derive. This section provides an analysis of the debate between security and liberty, the primary arguments surrounding that discussion, and the general need for balance recognized by most parties in a liberal democracy. The discussion reveals the difficulties intelligence enterprises face when attempting to balance aggressively acting to keep the citizenry safe with maintaining the public’s trust and support. The framers of the Constitution were concerned with creating and executing a government that could effectively balance both liberty and security. The following outline of the debate’s modern-day arguments will show that balance is still of great concern to many scholars.

1. The Supremacy of Security Interests

The importance of maintaining the liberties established at the founding of the United States is a critical goal for many advocates. Professor Solove notes that protecting liberty is critical during crises because that is when liberty is most likely to fall under siege, rather than during peacetime when leaders are separated from the fog of war. Indeed, the discussion in Chapters II and III of this thesis on the post-9/11 National Security Agency (NSA) surveillance programs speaks directly to the loss of emphasis on privacy in a time of war. Authors in favor of protecting liberty often note similar concerns about security overtopping liberty during crises. Dragu considers it widely accepted that security enhancements automatically erode liberties. It is difficult to conjure more enhanced security efforts in the modern age that do not at least threaten the status quo of individual privacy expectations, at least without certain restrictions and safeguards in place. Pro-


8 Dragu, 64.
liberty arguments sometimes insist that terrorists “win” when security wins out over liberty because that destroys our way of life.\(^9\) For instance, Donovan argues that any legislation that would reduce privacy inherently risks the underpinnings of a liberal democracy.\(^{10}\) Similarly, Dragu and many other scholars note the threat of a “chilling effect” that can result from increased surveillance, which refers to the probability that people will be less likely to make overt expressions or demonstrate certain associations based on concerns that the government may be watching or may take some negative action in response.\(^{11}\) Dragu also notes that there is no empirical evidence to date that diminished privacy substantially improves security.\(^{12}\) The difficulty of the federal government to cite instances wherein new surveillance programs prevented specific terrorist efforts is telling in this regard.

When discussing the importance of liberty, some advocates point to more than purely academic concerns. To make the determination that society generally recognizes privacy freedoms, Nelson referenced a 2003 Harris poll that asked the surveyed population about privacy concerns. In that poll, roughly one third of those surveyed deemed themselves privacy fundamentalists, which were people who said privacy rights were critical to them.\(^{13}\) Only approximately ten percent were wholly unconcerned with privacy rights. Most people, though, considered themselves privacy pragmatists who weighed privacy concerns with conveniences and/or security needs.\(^{14}\) All told, roughly ninety percent of those polled considered privacy considerations important. “Non-trivial” percentages of the American public are concerned with domestic surveillance.\(^{15}\) As such, these numbers play directly into the concerns of chilling effects presented above; moreover, these polling numbers suggest concerns in the general population that, while maybe not

\(^{10}\) Tiberiu Dragu, “Is There a Trade-off between Security and Liberty?” 72.
\(^{11}\) Dragu, 66.
\(^{12}\) Dragu, 65.
\(^{14}\) Nelson, 267.
\(^{15}\) Nelson, 267.
today, by putting in place robust domestic surveillance efforts, they too could one day be the subject of domestic surveillance. In other words, people are likely to be nervous about both terrorism and counterterrorism surveillance programs. This becomes especially true when government activities appear to potentially target civilians; Huddy et al. find that many seem to distinguish surveillance activities that target “guilty criminals” versus the public writ large.

Polling shows that people consistently fear surveillance when they believe they will be the targets. Citizens do not like losing either security or liberty. Government monitoring makes the public anxious, but they are more likely to allow such policies when they are afraid of terrorism. Significant anxiousness in the public, however, is likely to lead to risk aversion in the allowance of aggressive policies. Thus, the need for the people to trust the government is critical in achieving maximum efficacy. Gould notes that the public makes balancing calculations in debating relevant issues of security and liberty. He also expresses concern that many of the post-9/11 security enhancements have served to separate the public from government, raising concerns about trust and cooperation moving forward. This rise in distrust can significantly harm security efforts moving forward, perhaps leading to the removal of tools or less flexibility in emergencies to come, thereby diminishing efficacy.

Yet privacy and liberty are rarely absolute. There are frequently tradeoffs with privacy, and not just between privacy or liberty and security. Pozen also finds that there

23 Gould, 77.
are “distributional tradeoffs,” wherein privacy increases for one group may mean less privacy for others.\textsuperscript{24} An example of a distributional tradeoff might mean increased airport security measures, with enhanced invasions of privacy, which might lead to lowered privacy intrusions elsewhere.\textsuperscript{25} Pozen notes that New York’s now-defunct Muslim surveillance program could also be an example of distributional tradeoffs—the scrutiny on one group significantly increases while it slightly decreases for others.\textsuperscript{26} Pozen also notes the phenomena of “directional tradeoffs,” wherein greater privacy in some manner may mean greater intrusions elsewhere.\textsuperscript{27} A prime example, as Benjamin Wittes once noted, would be an Amazon Kindle book: reading on one’s Kindle hides the name and content of the reading material from the surrounding people on the subway, so that people cannot tell whether someone chose to read Fifty Shades of Gray or some other buzzworthy book title. However, by reading on a Kindle, Amazon collects significant amounts of information about readers that would be unavailable to the company were they to read a paperback.\textsuperscript{28}

Counteracting privacy and liberty advocates, the pro-security framework often begins with the Hobbesian analysis that liberty cannot exist without security, thus security is an essential building block to ensuring liberty.\textsuperscript{29} The pro-security contingent focuses on the need to protect the population.\textsuperscript{30} Many security proponents advocate that liberty concerns should take a back seat to security in times of emergency. Former Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist noted that the pendulum balancing security and liberty swings towards security in times of great emergency, and swings back to equilibrium once


\textsuperscript{25} Pozen, 229.

\textsuperscript{26} Pozen, 229.

\textsuperscript{27} Pozen, 229.


emergencies subside. Some scholars view World War II and the curtailment of liberties as a relevant example, though others, like Professor Solove, note that many of those curtailments, such as the internment of citizens of Japanese descent, have ultimately proven to be unnecessary. This also ignores the detriment to civil liberties at the time, such as the internment of U.S. citizens for reasons many ultimately deemed illegitimate and false. Some counteract the deference argument by asserting that laws should never be silent in emergencies. Security proponents again respond by noting that security and liberty are not mutually exclusive, but it is difficult to maintain liberty when society cannot ensure security. These arguments ignore the ultimate core of liberal democracies, wherein freedoms determine who the people choose to be as a society. To eliminate freedoms for need of security creates a slippery slope, dangerously so when the threat is undefined with no expectation of subsiding for potentially decades.

A common argument made by many security advocates is that losing privacy should not be of any great concern to someone who has “nothing to hide.” Posner argues that the societal conception of privacy today is most closely associated with secrecy, and he ties the greatest threats to such secrecy to improper disclosure of information. This ignores the legitimate concerns of individuals to block from public view protected relationships and associations, particularly in heavily scrutinized times. In regard to the security vs. liberty debate, he notes the extreme natures of both sides of proponents; while complete transparency or opacity are impractical in practice, civil libertarians want government to be open and individuals hard to find, meanwhile pro-security forces want the reverse. It is obvious that Posner ultimately falls in favor of security considerations, noting that privacy allows terrorists to hide in society, and that the warrant is an ill-fit tool

34 Lopach and Luckowski, 246.
36 Posner, 246.
for counterterrorism efforts today.\textsuperscript{37} Like Posner, Richards notes that the dangers in surveillance come from potential threats of blackmail, selective enforcement, discrimination, or coercion, or some other non-security related tangent by maladjusted actors working on behalf of security.\textsuperscript{38}

Professor Solove finds that the “I’ve got nothing to hide” argument is rather weak when taken to the extremes, such as suggesting that putting a video camera in someone’s bedroom is then appropriate.\textsuperscript{39} Yet, the argument is more persuasive when considered as a tradeoff on privacy protections: if there is little justification to protect certain types of privacy, there is less harm of erosion of privacy in favor of security.\textsuperscript{40} This is in line with Judge Posner’s interpretation of privacy as being a defense for someone who has something to hide. Particularly in light of significant security concerns, as in the counterterrorism realm, if the population has few concerns about protecting privacy, those security concerns will likely win out. Going back to civilian anxiousness, as described by Best et al., government actors who choose a discursive framing in line with Posner’s assertions are likely to exacerbate the distance between government actors and those they are sworn to protect. Engaging in a balanced discussion on the spectrum of privacy rights and security concerns will likely further the cause of security more substantially by promoting public consent.

Pro-security advocates also believe that the professionalism of intelligence officials mitigates many of the concerns expressed by privacy and liberty advocates. Posner finds that privacy interests are less at threat when security agencies that collect information control it as tightly as possible, and when those agencies hire individuals who act and use such information in a professional manner.\textsuperscript{41} Posner likens the threat to personal

\textsuperscript{37}Posner, 255.


\textsuperscript{40}Solove, 751–52.

information by intelligence officials to the privacy threat inherent when doctors view the human body; people tend not to be overly concerned about doctors viewing them because they believe it is for purely professional reasons.\textsuperscript{42} Having the same considerations for intelligence professionals should similarly reduce privacy concerns. Likewise, John Yoo asserts that computers, which lack personal biases, cannot “search” information pursuant to the Fourth Amendment because a search can only occur when government employees view information.\textsuperscript{43} These arguments are challenging on a number of grounds. Regarding Professor Yoo’s assertion, the counterbalancing argument is that a search occurs upon collection of information for Fourth Amendment purposes; in the physical world, a search or seizure occurs at the time of government collection, not at some later point in time when a computer algorithm may cross the information. To challenge Posner’s point, a doctor’s prognosis tends to rarely have a nexus to the patient’s political, religious, ideological, or potential criminal activities.

Counterterrorism agencies will always want less privacy in society, according to Dragu.\textsuperscript{44} Reduced privacy eliminates barriers between agencies and sources of information for collection, and also eliminates places that bad actors can hide. Such agencies will always lack incentives to give up enhanced authorities, temporary or otherwise.\textsuperscript{45} This argument makes sense from a certain point of view. If a counterterrorism agency’s primary goal is to keep people safe from bad actors, the more information that agency can obtain, the more possible it may be that the agency can prevent bad acts. It is tempting to think that any additional information may assist in security efforts, so collecting any possible additional information should be done to further that security focus. Substituting an intelligence enterprise for the narrower “counterterrorism agency” would not alter the calculus here. If one’s primary focus is security, then having every possible resource at one’s disposal is a natural inclination. To that end, this project will hopefully elicit is a
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conversation within intelligence enterprises that asks the question “should every resource be obtained, and where are the reasonable boundaries that society places upon us?” Supporting Dragu’s argument is not to suggest that security officials are ambivalent to privacy rights. To the contrary, many, including General Hayden, have expressly invoked those concerns publicly.46 Yet, in an environment solely focused on security, the increasing ingroup narrative will likely lead to one-sided debates on this subject, as this thesis will outline in depth.

2. **Liberty Interests Correlate to Public Trust**

Balancing the considerations between security and liberty is difficult for government actors, particularly in intelligence, because of the needs for secrecy in intelligence collection. Democratic societies expect government actors to stop bad actors while avoiding any undermining norms and laws.47 The suspicion of eroding privacy rights for security runs deep in the United States, and intelligence overreaches have frequently led to new constraints.48 Now, Richards argues that intelligence enterprises find themselves with a new “intelligence dilemma,” wherein the post-Cold War American society increasingly expects them to act with openness, which contravenes the need for secrecy.49 There is today, he argues, an increased focus on asking how intelligence enterprises should act in a liberal democracy, and the appropriate lines of limitation are not clear.50 The public’s expectations of openness and transparency have increased immensely.51 He maintains that ethics are at the center of the intelligence dilemma, sparking the question of how intelligence enterprises can maintain an ethical role while
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still enhancing capabilities in the Information Age. Richards also notes the “proactive response dilemma” that intelligence enterprises face today, wherein too weak a response to perceived threats may cause diminished confidence in and support for intelligence organizations, while too active a role risks undermining democratic values in the eyes of the citizenry and risks alarming the population. This proactive response dilemma is one of the primary factors of the “never again” mantra driving so many one-sided discussions within intelligence enterprises, as Chapters II and III discuss in greater depth. A recognition of this issue will be one of the issues this thesis hopes to tackle, leading to a discussion on better balancing of the relevant interests.

Among the arguments discussed thus far is how to find a balance between security and liberty. Sunstein views the debate between security and liberty as a battle between “Cheneyism” and “Snowdenism,” using popular public figures to characterize the extreme arguments of the debate. According to Cheneyism, the state’s primary responsibility is to protect its citizens; today, that requires mass surveillance. The standard for judging whether or not that is effective is the amount of lives saved. If there is even the slightest chance that a major attack could take place, the government should treat the threat like a certainty. It is natural for the government and security officials to want every possible tool to ensure the safety of the people. Conversely, Snowdenism argues that government actors in national security are a greater threat than ever before, with personal privacy and First Amendment considerations at their greatest risk in recent memory. Government actors that may be incompetent or may have malicious intentions can jeopardize privacy,
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and so simply trusting the government to do the right thing is insufficient; there must be reforms and regulations in place to protect the people.\textsuperscript{60} Edward Snowden revealed many major abuses of privacy, and government actors could engage in even greater privacy violations in the future should there be no changes.\textsuperscript{61} Sunstein ultimately argues for a middle ground that finds a balance through cost/benefit analyses. He contends that government actors should enact a “privacy precautionary principle”—“best understood as involving a form of risk management”—when engaged in the context of security concerns.\textsuperscript{62} However, a concern in Sunstein’s approach is that in characterizing the opposing sides in such effectively descriptive terms, those characterizations also serve to radicalize the opposing sides of the debate into further extremes. The discursive narrative in such characterizations, while again serving well to explain current stances, tends to ignore the moderating forces in either camp. Most in the Snowdenism camp recognize the need to establish effective security, and most in the Cheneyism realm likely recognize the need to prevent a liberal democracy from descending into a fascist state.

To that end, Dragu also notes that security and liberty do not necessarily conflict.\textsuperscript{63} He finds that most people attack the debate from a balancing perspective, noting that it is “almost unthinkable” to consider going all in for security or liberty exclusively, which would render a liberal democracy either fascistic or completely vulnerable.\textsuperscript{64} Courts also engage in balancing considerations of security and liberty. The Fourth Amendment bars only unreasonable searches. Courts will regularly “weigh both core values,” though the media, intellectuals and officials tend to talk of the debate in a zero-sum fashion.\textsuperscript{65}

Solove focuses on balancing security and liberty but notes the problem of most security/liberty debates today. He highlights that most debates begin from a position of
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focusing on the importance of the security needs, thus leaving the liberty concept in a
defensive crouch. For instance, he notes how Stuntz once called privacy and
transparency “diseases,” believing that there needed to be an immediate cure for them. Stuntz argued that, in a post-9/11 world, those notions are “perverse,” and those ideas that are untenable today.

Finally, Sutherland argues that leaders have an obligation to promote innovation on
issues related to the balance between security and liberty. To him, it is too easy to argue
the extremes of the debate—that terrorists win if we erode liberties in favor of security, or
to say that there is little room for liberties without security—but the true challenge comes
in incorporating both sides of the debate into a single framework. Security enhancements
can be narrowly tailored in ways to prevent erosions of liberty, and yet truly compromising
civil liberties would mean compromising our principles and way of life.

D. RESEARCH DESIGN

This thesis studies the deleterious effects of the “prevention at all costs,” pro-
security drive observed so often in public officials and the potential unintended
consequences that derive from that single-sided viewpoint. More specifically, this thesis
studies the leadership and decision-makers in perhaps the most publicized post-9/11
scenario, when the desire to prevent bad acts such as terrorism overrode legal and privacy
corns. The case study methodology guides this research. The thesis analyzes the social
dynamics surrounding the Stellarwind program (also known as the Terrorist Surveillance
Program or the President’s Surveillance Program) and the related operations that the NSA
and other federal entities created after 9/11 in an effort to prevent another attack on the
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The focus of this case study is not on the individual organizations involved, but rather on the leadership cluster in the White House and the associated leaders of respective agencies who drove policy after 9/11. Focusing on social dynamics and conflict through the lens of the social identity perspective, this case study highlights the ingroup/outgroup dynamics that pushed an enterprise in a single-minded direction of preventing another 9/11. Case study methodology provides the best opportunity for effective analysis here given the subject matter of the thesis. This thesis recognizes that there are several perspectives that could analyze or rationalize many of these events. However, the thesis specifically uses the social identity perspective as the tool for analysis because of its value in understanding people through the importance of their respective social groups.

Several reasons support the use of this case study. This scenario is well-known publicly, with a wealth of data, reporting, and prior accounts from which to draw lessons from a social psychological analysis of the relevant players involved. Sources will include prior academic research, investigative journalism, and primary sources, such as legal documents, historical books, first-hand accounts, and agency reports. Through this post-9/11 case study, this project highlights how the social identity perspective explains the failures of intelligence leadership to understand the boundaries of appropriate security actions, and how those failures can lead to harmful and debilitating results. This methodology demonstrates that the Bush Administration could have avoided or mitigated many of the problems its post-9/11 programs created by taking certain actions to garner broader support from the respective executive agencies and external stakeholders.

The thesis concludes by turning to the importance of leadership and establishing a culture of balance within intelligence enterprises. This thesis provides lessons learned from the implementation of the president’s surveillance programs to offer intelligence officials with considerations related to how social dynamics influence organizational culture that are important to policymakers who wish to enact organizational change. The literature, and the case example outlined herein, highlight the limitations of individual leadership over broad swaths of organizational personnel. This thesis recommends implementing the Intergroup Relational Identity Theory as a model for better implementing liberty concerns into the social culture of an intelligence enterprise in order to highlight the importance of
leadership through the social identity perspective. By analyzing the leaders involved in the case study, the following analysis provides intelligence leaders with guidance on how to more effectively balance security and liberty interests within their organizations through the lens of social identity perspective, thereby giving them the tools to succeed in their long term endeavors. Understanding that officials cannot immediately will certain principles into the cultural zeitgeist of their organizations, the thesis defines the steps necessary to effectively implement organizational change through a social identity analysis in order to ensure a better balancing of security and liberty interests.
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II. HOW PAST CURRENTS SHAPED TODAY’S PATH: OVERVIEW OF INTELLIGENCE NORMS AND THE CREATION OF STELLARWIND

As this project’s analysis relies heavily on the social identity perspective and the harms created by certain discursive narratives and social conflicts, it is important to begin this chapter with an overview of several notable stories that set the backdrop for the ensuing analysis. The first story highlights the perils of social conflict for officials who apply exclusive strategies to initiate policy, noting one incident that almost led to the collapse of a secret government surveillance program. The second set of stories underscore the well-known events that led to aggressive policymaking tactics in this case.

A. INFLUENCING THE NARRATIVE

On a cool, late winter night in early March 2004, the executive branch’s secret counterterrorism surveillance programs faced a dire threat of lapsing as two separate vehicles rushed to the George Washington University Hospital. James Comey, then the Deputy Attorney General for the U.S. Department of Justice, ordered his security detail to get to the George Washington University Hospital with lights and sirens on, hoping to beat another party to the hospital bed of a beleaguered John Ashcroft. The hospital admitted Ashcroft, the Attorney General, for an acute pancreatic illness days before. Comey, temporarily serving as the Acting Attorney General, told staffers for President George W. Bush that he could not reauthorize a continuation of several highly classified counterterrorism surveillance programs, collectively known as Stellarwind. Comey was not confident in the legality of some of the programs, to the point that he could not personally aver to their lawfulness, in part because he believed government actors were engaging in activities beyond what President Bush authorized.73

After a contentious conversation with presidential staffers on the night of Wednesday, March 10, 2004, Comey learned that White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card
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and White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales sought to go around Comey’s authority by seeking out the Attorney General himself at his hospital bedside.\textsuperscript{74} The White House required the authorization to renew the surveillance programs immediately, otherwise the programs would lapse. March 11th was the last day for reauthorization before the initiatives lapsed, and every prior authorization included the Attorney General’s signoff.\textsuperscript{75}

Comey learned of Card’s and Gonzales’ intentions as he left his office for the night.\textsuperscript{76} Upon receiving information about what Card and Gonzalez planned, Comey immediately diverted his security detail to the hospital. During the race to the hospital, Comey contacted several people to meet him at Ashcroft’s room, including the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Robert Mueller, as well as Patrick Philbin, one of Comey’s top associates in the Department of Justice, and the lead attorney for the Office of Legal Counsel in the Department of Justice, Jack Goldsmith.\textsuperscript{77} When he arrived at the George Washington University Hospital, Comey bolted up the hospital’s stairs to reach Ashcroft’s room as quickly as possible. Comey had Mueller provide orders to the security detail that Comey was not to be removed from the hospital room, no matter what.\textsuperscript{78} Within minutes, Comey, Philbin, Goldsmith, and Ashcroft’s wife, Janet, stood at Ashcroft’s side as Andrew Card and Alberto Gonzales entered the room, one of them holding an envelope for Ashcroft’s review.

There are varying descriptions of what exactly occurred next, but the consensus in public versions describes an attempt by Card and Gonzales to get Ashcroft to reauthorize the program. Ashcroft, who was still quite ill at this point, looked like he might “expire” right there in his bed.\textsuperscript{79} In response to the request by Card and Gonzales, Ashcroft lifted his head off the bed and provided a reportedly detailed and eloquent justification for why
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he could not legally reauthorize the surveillance programs. After his exposition, he concluded that his opinion in the moment was irrelevant anyways because Comey was the Acting Attorney General. Card and Gonzales left the room quietly. Shortly thereafter, Comey received a phone call from Card, demanding he appear at the White House immediately. Tempers flared, and suspicions were high. Comey advised Card that he would not appear without a witness considering what had just transpired.

The next day, President Bush reauthorized the surveillance programs without the approval of the Department of Justice. The president quickly found himself facing down a threat of resignations en masse from leadership in the Department of Justice, including Comey, Mueller, Goldsmith, Philbin, and other senior department leaders, including FBI General Counsel Valerie Caproni. Many were ready to resign that Friday, but Ashcroft’s chief of staff, who also wished to resign, asked people to wait until the Attorney General was also well enough to resign. The president asked to meet with Comey and Mueller separately. After speaking with Mueller and Comey, President Bush gave the edict for the Department of Justice to do what was necessary to make the program legally sufficient to the department’s leadership. In the following months, Comey, Goldsmith, and other department leaders sought to do just that.

It was drama fit for the silver screen; Jack Goldsmith described it as “the most amazing thing [he had] ever seen.” Later in congressional hearings, one senator
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described the spoken testimony of the event as the “most dramatic” story he had heard in twenty-five years. All of this took place just months before a presidential election, outside of the public’s knowledge until those involved later spoke publicly about the incident.

Two more scenes precede the race to the George Washington University Hospital in March 2004; these next two scenes also influence the narrative for everything to come. Both scenes surround the fateful events of September 11, 2001, an otherwise peaceful and beautiful day until the hijacking and crashing of four transcontinental airliners by Al Qaeda terrorists. The horrors of the stories of the victims of 9/11 necessarily shade all of the actions by executive intelligence leaders in the wake of the attacks, including the guilt of allowing these events to occur (justifiable or not), and the resolution to prevent them from ever happening again. These stories include the words of victims on the airliners prior to their fateful end, when people on the planes called loved ones, sometimes speaking directly to others or leaving voicemails for them to hear later. The accounts include the words of Amy Sweeney, a flight attendant aboard one of the flights. As she was aboard one of the planes headed for the Twin Towers, her words over the phone led to significant insights for the 9/11 Commission in unfolding what exactly happened that day. Her own words described the mayhem inside the plane, how the terrorists killed people in the cabin when overtaking the plane, and how they commandeered the cockpit. She even provided the seats of the hijackers, allowing investigators to determine their identities after the fact. Then, Sweeney’s own final words detailed the horror of the realization, in the moments before crashing into one of the towers, that the plane was flying startlingly low to New York City’s skyscrapers. “We are flying low. We are flying very, very low. We are flying
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way too low…[o]h my God we are way too low.”

Records reviewed by investigators after the events include accounts of terror from those trapped inside the buildings. Detailed accounts of people faced with the options of suffocating and burning to death or alternatively leaping to their demise necessarily weighed on the minds of political and intelligence leaders in the coming days as they made critical determinations of what came next. That includes the final scene that overlays the narrative of this case study: a simple moment when, at a National Security Council meeting in the immediate aftermath of the attacks, President Bush gave an edict to Attorney General Ashcroft to never “let this happen again.” More than any other, that intent drove everything that comes afterwards. That mantra drives the decision-making of executive branch policymakers going forward, and ultimately leads to many of the problems the Bush Administration unnecessarily created in the months and years to come.

The case study describes how the “prevention at all costs” narrative permeated the government and particularly the executive branch after September 11, 2001, and the effects that allowing the narrative to develop had on social groups within the executive branch. The primary focus of this project is to analyze the psychological ramifications that came from the actions of the decision makers who authorized the programs, particularly in regard to how the decisions on implementing and executing the program arose and how others received those decisions. This includes an analysis of the decisions made and actions taken during the Bush Administration through the lens of the social identity perspective. This thesis strongly intertwines Chapters II and III, as they provide the bulk of the analysis on the case study; Chapter II highlights the “prevention at all cost” narrative framing that drove the creation of social groups, secrecy, and conflicts within the executive branch, and begins to introduce the analysis of these events pursuant to the social identity perspective.
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Chapter III provides the bulk of social identity perspective analysis, primarily focusing on the social psychological harms that arose from the conflicts established in Chapter II. Chapter III ultimately summarizes key points found within the case study and highlights how the discursive framing of prevention skewed several relevant considerations necessary for the effective implementation of intelligence efforts.

Ultimately, the analysis highlights four points: first, that skewing the security vs. liberty debate entirely to the side of security and prevention influences decision-making in a manner that sets up an intelligence enterprise for failure and significant institutional harms. Emphasizing that narrative leads to increased and unnecessary secrecy and eliminates dialogue valuable to intelligence organizations on many levels. In this case, it mitigated vocal dissent and increased the likelihood of leakers and opponents willing to take extreme measures. Second, the Bush Administration and its key decision makers in the Stellarwind program failed to garner sufficient support from its stakeholders and overseers. From a social identity perspective, this failure is directly attributable to an established ingroup/outgroup conflict, with particular actors using the prevention at all costs narrative as a damaging enabler of negative social change. Third, the case study highlights that secrecy and tightening of ingroups do not kill dissenting opinions, but rather encourage dissenters to take more extreme responses by amplifying the urgency of the conflict. Outsiders who viewed themselves to be part of the nominal ingroup of government protectors engaged in social mobility insofar as they affirmatively separated themselves from the decision makers because of their choices. Finally, this case study demonstrates that the decision makers in this case so strongly wrapped their efforts in the “prevention at all costs” narrative and sought to enhance the ingroup value through efforts in social creativity that the decision makers blinded themselves to the dangers of their actions and the likely harms that followed. This included damaging morale within executive agencies, wasting resources, fostering an environment that bred damaging leaks, diminished authorities through legislative or judicial intervention, and weakened support and trust from the public.
B. OVERVIEW OF INTELLIGENCE NORMS AND LEGAL STANDARDS PRIOR TO 9/11

To fully appreciate the substance of this case study and the significance of the decisions by the people involved, this thesis uses a baseline review of the history, norms, and laws in place for surveillance and information collection prior to September 11, 2001. The decisions that the Bush Administration made fit within the greater context of America’s history with federal surveillance activities and abuses. This paper does not portend to discuss the constitutionality of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act or the legality of the surveillance programs created after September 11, 2001. That said, it is important for context to have a generalized, high-level overview of applicable authorities related to domestic and international intelligence collection that speak to the violation of norms that sprang up from the choices which this thesis discusses below.

Congress and the executive branch largely solidified standards and norms for the Intelligence Community (IC)—the sixteen federal agencies that comprise the executive branch’s intelligence capabilities—after they enacted significant reforms in the aftermath of Watergate and Vietnam-Era abuses. The reforms came out of revelations uncovered by media outlets and, later, congressional committees who exposed significant civil liberties abuses. The nation learned that multiple administrations ordered, and several federal agencies like the FBI, CIA, and NSA engaged in, mass surveillance of political activities within the United States.

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, General Michael Hayden, the Director of the National Security Agency, described the NSA as playing “with two strikes” because of these prior abuses. If “norms are shared cognitive representations” of a group, this
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characterization serves as an ingroup recognition of the already tenuous relationship intelligence agencies have with an American public who prize their own liberty and are concerned about government overreach in domestic spying.99 As oversight stakeholders exposed revelations from the prior abuses, the American people suddenly turned on the intelligence agencies that for so long acted without many restrictions. Faith in the presidency and government agencies dipped significantly following the scandal of Watergate and the revelations of the Church Committee, which documented that federal agencies engaged in egregious surveillance of innocent citizens for political purposes.100 The so-called era of the “Imperial Presidency” appeared to be in doubt, with presidential power significantly checked in a time that saw laws enacted such as the War Powers Resolution and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).101

Prior to this era, executive intelligence activities were a largely unregulated field of government operations.102 Indeed, it was not until 1947 with the passage of the National Security Act that Congress entered the realm of intelligence regulation at all, creating a role for itself as a stakeholder in the intelligence process with that legislation.103 After the revelations of the Church Committee, Congress enhanced its stakeholder status in the field of intelligence by creating the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, as well as the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.104 These bodies provide legislative oversight of the IC.
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In the shadow of the abuses of the era of Watergate and the Church Committee, and considering several critical legal precedents redefining Fourth Amendment considerations germane to the interception of personal communications and the concept of privacy more generally, Congress’ role in setting standards for domestic intelligence authorities and restrictions changed dramatically. Several reforms in the 1960s and 1970s provided what are now baseline authorities and limitations for surveillance capabilities by federal actors. By the early period of the Reagan Administration, regulations and legislative oversight covered the gamut of surveillance activities and content collection. Neither the IC nor their overseers would significantly alter these cultural norms again until after 9/11.

First came legislation governing non-national security interceptions of communications, or “wiretaps.” Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 became one of the first legislative controls over government surveillance.105 Given the colloquial term for “wiretapping,” or the interception of telephonic or electronic communications, Title III is also known as the Wiretap Act.106 It arose out of the need for reconsidering Fourth Amendment concerns after the Supreme Court ruled in Katz v. United States.107 Katz is a seminal case for modern Fourth Amendment legal study. In Katz, FBI agents used specialized technology to invade an individual’s privacy while he spoke on the telephone within an enclosed phone booth.108 In making its way through the appellate process, the government cited the then-standard belief that communications in public (outside of the home) are not shielded by the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition on unreasonable searches and seizures.109 In overturning Olmstead v. United States, which set this prior precedent in 1928, the Court concluded that Katz had a reasonable expectation of privacy in a phone call within an enclosed phone booth when he made attempts to shield
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the outside world from hearing the call through ordinary means by closing the booth door.\textsuperscript{110} Essentially, the Court ruled that FBI agents who were able to listen in on Katz’s side of the conversation violated his privacy rights. This significant change in legal precedent set off litigation for years to come on the new extent of a citizen’s reasonable expectation of privacy and set the stage for the Wiretap Act to establish certain standards for law enforcement’s interception of communications.

For the interception of communications, the Wiretap Act set forth certain limitations and considerations for review and prior judicial approval. Before the interception, government actors must obtain judicial authorization via a lengthy application process demonstrating that interception of communications is either the only reasonable option left because other remedies have been exhausted, or alternatively that no other remedy is reasonably likely to obtain success.\textsuperscript{111} The Wiretap Act also attaches the legal standard of probable cause of criminal activity for approval, equivalent to a regular search warrant standard.\textsuperscript{112} The judicial process pursuant to the Wiretap Act also requires certain judicially-ordered protections to ensure limited intrusions on irrelevant communications, otherwise known as minimization processes.\textsuperscript{113} To this day, the Wiretap Act serves as the standard for domestic law enforcement interception actions. State laws typically parallel the Wiretap Act, if not serve to be more restrictive.\textsuperscript{114} However, one area that Katz and the subsequent Wiretap Act did not legislate was collection for either foreign intelligence or national security purposes. In fact, the Court in Katz specifically reserved ruling on whether the same Fourth Amendment considerations applied in national security matters—the Katz case was merely an “ordinary crime” matter involving gambling.\textsuperscript{115}
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National security cases are not immune to Fourth Amendment concerns. In the Keith Case, the Supreme Court decided that the Fourth Amendment applied to domestic content collection on national security grounds when collecting on domestic persons or groups. The Supreme Court recognized (without ruling) that there may be a foreign intelligence exception to the Fourth Amendment. This could mean that there could be loopholes to Fourth Amendment applicability in certain activities with a foreign intelligence nexus. The matter before the Supreme Court, however, dealt with domestic extremists looking to destroy a Central Intelligence Agency building in Michigan. In justifying content collection without a warrant, the government argued to the Court that there was a national security exception to the Fourth Amendment, and that engaging in a search to prevent a hostile terrorist act like the one in question in that case did not require judicial process. The Court ruled in the contrary while leaving open the possibility that foreign intelligence collection efforts may not necessarily require a warrant. From there, FISA arose from a need to eliminate judicial and legislative confusion over the potential of a foreign intelligence exception to the Fourth Amendment and its possible scope, the need to give the executive necessary tools, and the need to restrict the executive due to fears from prior abuses. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals found that “Congress passed FISA to settle what it believed to be the unresolved question of the applicability of the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement to electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes...”

FISA filled in gaps left by the Wiretap Act and prior court cases. This critical legislation distinguished itself from the Wiretap Act by setting certain requirements for domestic electronic surveillance, or the interception of electronic communications (a.k.a.
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content) for foreign intelligence collection purposes.\textsuperscript{122} A different set of standards internal to the executive branch govern intelligence collection efforts on communications entirely outside of the country, as found in Executive Order 12333.\textsuperscript{123} FISA governs the collection of foreign intelligence information on persons inside the United States.\textsuperscript{124} Regardless of whether the target was overseas or within the United States, FISA applies if the government intercepts communications of a person within the United States.\textsuperscript{125} FISA uses a unique, though significantly arduous and complex process to obtain content, while using a distinct evidentiary standard from the Wiretap Act. The FISA process requires the government to provide an application to a judge sitting on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC).\textsuperscript{126} The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court appoints judges to the FISC, who serve rotating terms for seven years.\textsuperscript{127} As with the involvement of the courts in the Wiretap Act for the process of intercepting domestic communications, through the creation of the FISC, Congress emboldened the new court as a stakeholder in foreign intelligence collection.

The traditional FISA process requires a different standard than the demonstration of probable cause of the commission of a crime to obtain a lawful order. Instead, there must be a reasonable basis to believe that the collection efforts will retrieve foreign intelligence information.\textsuperscript{128} To be the lawful target of a FISA order, the government must demonstrate by probable cause that the target is a foreign power, or an “agent of a foreign power,” which means the target engages in actions for or on behalf of a foreign sovereign, or a designated foreign terrorist group.\textsuperscript{129}
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Should a judge grant an application, the FISC will require certain minimization procedures to ensure government actors do not abuse uninvolved civilians’ privacy rights.\textsuperscript{130} This frequently involves “masking,” or anonymizing, the names of uninvolved parties.\textsuperscript{131} Mechanisms exist to reveal those names if they are sufficiently relevant to a national security investigation.\textsuperscript{132} Additionally, a FISA application has to demonstrate specifically which “facilities” would be targeted for intelligence collection, requiring certain levels of specificity from the application.\textsuperscript{133} The text of FISA makes clear Congress’ intent that the legislatively-derived process would be the only method for foreign intelligence content collection on domestic soil.\textsuperscript{134} Congress intended this process, like a standard warrant process, to be targeted and specific with particular actors in mind when the government sought the approval of an application. As these methods of content collection demonstrate, pre-action judicial authorization was a normative expectation for domestic law enforcement and intelligence officials long before September 11, 2001.

After the events of September 11, 2001, Congress and the Bush Administration quickly sought to determine what steps were necessary to ensure that the national security apparatus had the appropriate tools to combat terrorism in the new war with Al Qaeda. Within weeks of the attacks, both chambers of Congress passed the USA PATRIOT Act (PATRIOT Act), and President Bush signed the legislation on October 26, 2001.\textsuperscript{135} Importantly, the PATRIOT Act amended intelligence collection authorities under FISA for federal law enforcement and intelligence officials, updating FISA’s authorities to meet twenty-first century issues. It allowed for roving wiretaps in light of advancements in cellular telephone technology and the increased likelihood that targeted individuals may use multiple phones, devices, or facilities in short order to mitigate monitoring
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capabilities. The PATRIOT Act also significantly changed the substance and importance of the business records provision of FISA through section 215 of that legislation. Previously, the government could obtain certain records—for instance, car rental records—with individualized suspicion that an agent of a foreign power might have created or used them. The legislation also altered the requirement that foreign intelligence collection be the “primary purpose” of a FISA application, amending the standard to only require “a significant” purpose, while also allowing for concurrent justifications such as criminal investigations. In combination with changes in sharing authorities between law enforcement and intelligence officials, this change led to the elimination of “the wall” between intelligence collection and law enforcement agencies. This metaphorical wall was a prohibition on sharing foreign intelligence information obtained through the FISA process based on constitutional concerns, and many believed it to be a leading detriment to the country’s intelligence capabilities prior to 9/11. After the PATRIOT Act, government actors had access to any “tangible things” that “the government believed would be helpful in a national security investigation,” “including books, records, papers, documents, and other items.” The legislation removed any individualized suspicion requirement for the government to obtain such records. A 2004 reauthorization would also incorporate “lone wolf” singular actors of terrorism as permissible targets, in addition to foreign powers and agents of foreign powers. Through
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each of these authorizations, Congress established itself as a relevant stakeholder in the intelligence process.

In an example of how the prevention narrative can take hold in a social group outside of intelligence agencies, the cloud of 9/11 hung over Congress in the weeks after the attacks, stifling debate on the PATRIOT Act. Some commentators at the time expressed concern that most members of Congress had not read the majority of the legislation even though it was the most substantial adjustment to foreign intelligence collection authorities in over a generation. Even politicians who fervently aligned with civil liberties groups recognized the shadow of 9/11 hanging over the country and the urgency to prevent a future attack. Federal authorities became “substantially broader” after passage of the PATRIOT Act. For supporters, the PATRIOT Act served as a major boon to national security investigations. For detractors, it represented the possibility of significant government abuses of civil liberties. Yet what the clear majority of Washington, D.C., did not know at the time was that select members of the executive branch were also discussing additional ways to amplify intelligence resources and capabilities in counterterrorism efforts.

C. STELLARWIND AND NSA SURVEILLANCE

Immediately after America’s worst domestic attacks since Pearl Harbor, the nation’s security apparatus kicked into high gear. Leadership at the National Security Agency quickly took steps to enhance the agency’s intelligence collection efforts. NSA Director Michael Hayden, an Air Force general and career intelligence officer, amended the expectations for “unmasking” U.S. persons in foreign intelligence collection. Typically, intelligence officials anonymize U.S. persons’ information during the collection
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process out of respect for personal privacy concerns when the government collects irrelevant U.S. person information. Officials can “unmask” U.S. person information, or have the anonymized information added back into the intelligence materials, when it is “critical to understanding the significance of intelligence.”

In the aftermath of 9/11, Director Hayden ordered his analysts to “lower the bar” as to when officials unmasked U.S. person information in the course of collecting foreign intelligence information, meaning that NSA personnel could more easily identify specific U.S. persons in captured communications.

Shortly after 9/11, Hayden’s superiors—Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet, Vice President Dick Cheney, and President George W. Bush—raised questions about what exactly the NSA could do moving forward. Hayden gave those three men an explanation of his efforts to expand NSA capabilities within his current authorities. When Tenet, at the request of the Vice President, asked if there was anything else he could do, Hayden replied “not within my current authority.” Next came a pointed question: what if authorities were not an issue? What would be the maximum capabilities of the NSA absent of any restrictions? Hayden told Tenet that he would need to think about how to respond. With the weight of that question hanging on him, Hayden returned to the NSA facilities in Fort Meade, Maryland, where he met with his leadership team and legal counsel. During the conversations that followed, NSA leadership conceived of the program that would be known as Stellarwind. When Hayden brought the proposed program to the White House, he asserted that this program required new authorities to engage in novel intelligence collection efforts. The president approved of the program,
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and Hayden was informed that the NSA was to move ahead under the president’s strict Article II constitutional authority.  

Stellarwind primarily consisted of two new intelligence collection programs within the NSA. First, Stellarwind amended the NSA’s typical practices of surveilling international telephone calls. The expectation for the NSA after the civil liberties abuses of the 1960s and 1970s was that the NSA would have no involvement in domestic surveillance. The FBI was the agency in charge of domestic intelligence, and that was primarily from an investigatory perspective as opposed to domestic intelligence collection. As noted earlier, government actors could not engage in domestic surveillance to collect the content of communications at this time unless done pursuant to the Wiretap Act or FISA processes, and as a normative principle the NSA took no part in domestic operations. Now, the Bush Administration sought to unilaterally reinterpret those expected norms. Hayden argued that the NSA would not take part in purely domestic content collection, instead focusing on foreign intelligence collection; however, under the new interpretation, international calls with one end located within the United States was sufficiently “foreign” when the target was suspected of association with Al Qaeda. The location or citizenship status of the people on the call in the United States was now irrelevant. This new analysis was a significant departure from prior precedent, which historically would have described such communications as foreign or international. As Hayden described it, this was not any different than the distinctions between domestic and international flights as there is no such thing as a domestic flight that has one leg outside of the United States. Further,
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NSA personnel argued that the evolution of communications systems drastically changed the relevancy of FISA.163

These arguments may have some merit, but the unilateral development of this analysis requires emphasis here. This analysis that quickly went through the National Security Agency and the White House—through only a handful of decision makers without the value of other perspectives from relevant stakeholders—presented a massive shift in normative expectations about the world’s most powerful spy agency. Relatively speaking, this analysis worked through little to no debate. On October 4, 2001, while the PATRIOT Act was still working through Congress, President Bush signed an order authorizing the Stellarwind program.164 Counsel to the Vice President David Addington drafted the order to authorize Stellarwind without recognizing any FISA obligations.165 Prior to the president signing the order on October 4, 2001, the order was “pushed in front of” John Ashcroft to aver to its legality.166 Ashcroft signed off on the program. The order provided no legal analysis or justification for the program.167 The signing of the order signified the first time that “foreign intelligence” included Americans’ private communications.168

Still, even with this new interpretation, the NSA as an agency was strongly attached to the cultural norm of its mission to collect foreign intelligence information, so when David Addington suggested that the Stellarwind authorization would actually allow the collection of any communication related to Al Qaeda, even if purely domestic, Hayden refused to engage in such actions.169 Hayden believed there had to be some international nexus to justify this new interpretation.170 Prior to Stellarwind, the NSA already had
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domestic telecommunication hubs staked out with technological surveillance capabilities, but only collected purely foreign-to-foreign information because of privacy concerns and respect for the FISA process.171

From the program’s inception, secrecy surrounded its existence. The few Department of Justice members who were aware of Stellarwind called it “the program.”172 Stellarwind was also known by another name inside the NSA’s technology groups: The Big Ass Graph, or “BAG” for short.173 It was an attempt to turn “big data” into visual representations of heretofore unseen anomalies. Within the NSA, this representation of the BAG was a culmination of the rise of the wave of big data that had been looming for years, threatening to leave the NSA in the dark unless they kept up with the times.174 Now, with new authorities and increased tools, the NSA could use increasing amounts of seemingly innocuous data points and run that information through algorithms so that intelligence officials could visualize anomalies.175 In theory, this was not dissimilar from another intelligence-led program called Total Information Awareness, led by John Poindexter, which Congress shut down in 2003 over concerns of domestic spying.176 While it was not made public at the time, parts of the Total Information Awareness program secretly moved over to NSA control after the program’s shuttering.177 However, in practice the program led to a technological system overstuffed with data points and without effective means of discerning the value of the underlying data.178

The secrecy of the Stellarwind program was clearly intentional. Few people knew about Stellarwind, and the White House allowed even fewer into any discussions about execution or implementation. Decision makers who implemented Stellarwind kept people
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who, by their positions in their respective agencies would have known of a program like Stellarwind, in the dark. By the end of 2003, only five Department of Justice officials were fully read into the Stellarwind program, and Counsel to the Vice President David Addington’s preference was to further limit people being “read in.”179 The self-described “War Council” was the primary body of decision makers involved in counterterrorism efforts in the early days of the Bush Administration’s response to the 9/11 attacks.180 This group included White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales, White House Deputy General Counsel Tim Flanigan, General Counsel for the Department of Defense Jim Haynes, Counsel to the Vice President David Addington, and John Yoo, an attorney within the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) in the Department of Justice who specialized in executive and war power authorities.181 Public accounts suggest that an even smaller number of individuals within the War Council held any actual influence.

As a general matter, the War Council met privately to preemptively steer or eliminate important decisions before interagency processes could work through legal or policy issues related to wartime or counterterrorism decisions.182 Notably, Jay Bybee, the head lawyer at OLC (and Yoo’s supervisor), was not on the Council even though the OLC was frequently equated to the general counsel of the Department of Justice.183 He also did not know about Stellarwind.184 Even the attorney general, John Ashcroft, was not in the War Council, though he knew about Stellarwind. After making the determination to move forward with Stellarwind, the White House asked Yoo to provide legal guidance authorizing the program.185 Yoo’s analysis was fundamental in providing legal cover to political and operational members involved in Stellarwind. Yoo concluded that any communications including foreign persons made the entirety of the conversation “foreign
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intelligence,” consistent with Hayden’s perspective. Yoo also argued that FISA and other statutory obligations were subservient to the president’s wartime authorities, arguing that the president did not need to comply with any laws that hindered his constitutional authorities in defending the country. These legal arguments were made in an unusually narrow informational stove pipe and kept there to avoid, at the minimum, contradictory legal interpretations. David Addington did not even allow the general counsel for NSA, in trying to determine the legality of the program himself for Director Hayden’s satisfaction, to review Yoo’s memorandum upon request, though Addington did read out some elements of Yoo’s arguments over the phone to Hayden’s legal advisor.188

D. FIRST SIGNS OF CONFLICT

However, an initiative as massive and consequential as Stellarwind proved difficult to keep quiet. Questions quickly started arising in the Department of Justice regarding from where certain information in FISA applications came. The attorney general told Larry Thompson, the deputy attorney general who was in charge of the Department of Justice’s Office of Intelligence Policy and Review (a critical part of the process for reviewing FISA applications), that Thompson did not need to know where the information came from. “I’m sworn to secrecy by the president and the vice president,” he told Thompson. In his position, Thompson had a hand in reviewing, approving, and legally swearing to the factual basis of information articulated in FISA order applications. Similarly, the White House did not originally tell James Baker, the top intelligence lawyer at the Department of Justice, about the Stellarwind program. When he figured out that Stellarwind
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information was seeping into the department’s standard FISA applications, Baker wanted

the FISC informed about the program so as to not threaten the department’s relationship

with the Court. At one point, Baker refused to sign a FISA order application that

included Stellarwind information, even when Addington wanted to fire Baker for

insubordination.

Initially, despite their positions as stakeholders in the collection of foreign

intelligence information, the White House prevented judges on the FISC, as well as

members of Congress, from learning about Stellarwind. Some people, like Director

Hayden, had concerns that a lack of knowledge by the other branches of government could

enhance the executive’s vulnerability when (not if) the program leaked. This concern

highlights one element of the potential value in garnering stakeholder support: obtaining

better awareness and acceptance from relevant parties can provide a more substantial

foundation of support from which to engage novel intelligence efforts.

After pressing from within the Department of Justice, General Hayden, John

Ashcroft, Robert Mueller, John Yoo, and James Baker notified Chief Judge of the Foreign

Intelligence Surveillance Court Royce Lamberth about the operational details and legal

framework of the program. However, sources assert that Hayden, Yoo and Baker were

there to inform Lamberth about Stellarwind, not to request approval. Lamberth “wasn’t

being asked to do anything…it was clear no one was asking him to approve it. That was

absolutely clear,” one official said. Yoo and Hayden sensed that the meeting was cordial

and professional, walking away comfortable with their efforts to bring the FISC into the

fold of the operation. However, while not speaking up in the meeting, Lamberth had

significant concerns about the legality of the program and took substantial steps with Baker
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and other professionals in the Department of Justice to ensure that any applications for FISA orders that came before the FISC did not include any information from the Stellarwind program to ensure the FISC process was not tainted; Lamberth once said that “[i]f anything was presented to the FISA court that came from the program, the FISA court had to be told about it.”

This conflict between the executive branch and the FISC, though hardly anyone saw it, created significant unintended consequences; the time and resources that went into sufficiently separating Stellarwind information from other FISA application materials became a staggering practice. Ashcroft signed applications that included such information because Thompson could not aver to the legality of the collection of the information without being read into the NSA program. Numerous attorneys chose to opt out of handling such issues when given the opportunity. At the time, Lamberth was the only judge on the FISC to know about the program, but upon his departure from the FISC the White House informed his successor, Colleen Kollar-Kotelly, of the program. Kollar-Kotelly continued the practices established by Lamberth when she took over as chief judge of the FISC, and she would grow tired of increasing information creeps of Stellarwind information into FISA applications. She even demanded senior officials aver to the legitimacy of the information sources and threatened perjury charges for those who did not disclose Stellarwind information that crept into FISA applications. These demands actually once led to the temporary shutting of the program.

Once it started again, there were concerns within the Department of Justice that any more improper Stellarwind information in FISA applications could lead the FISC to take
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more strident countermeasures. Stellarwind would continue to prove controversial among FISC judges for years to come. After the *New York Times* first revealed the Stellarwind program to the nation, and after the President’s swift confirmation of Stellarwind (or what he would dub the “Terrorist Surveillance Program”) in his weekly news address, Judge James Robertson resigned from the FISC in protest. It appears that critical decision makers either did not know or care about this conflict, which played out between attorneys at the Department of Justice and the FISC judges.

Over time, new players disrupted the Bush Administration’s efforts at secrecy. In 2003, the White House appointed Jack Goldsmith to lead the OLC, replacing Jay Bybee. This happened after Attorney General John Ashcroft blocked the nomination of John Yoo, who left government shortly thereafter to return to teaching. Goldsmith, himself a law professor, had the support of Jim Haynes and Yoo to be a suitable replacement on the War Council. Once in office, Goldsmith began to learn some of the government’s most closely held secrets, including several controversial OLC opinions. Upon review, Jack Goldsmith found legal opinions from John Yoo to be “sloppily reasoned, over broad, and incautious...” He was greatly concerned that several of the most sensitive counterterrorism policies “rested on severely damaged legal foundations.” When Goldsmith concluded that he needed to repeal and rewrite several memoranda, he expected conflict with the White House. Goldsmith believed that certain aspects of Stellarwind, including some aspects of the bulk metadata collection efforts, were likely illegal.
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In 2003, Goldsmith notified Ashcroft that he wanted to get the NSA program on more solid legal footing. This effort accelerated with the appointment of James Comey as the Deputy Attorney General. Comey, like his predecessors, initially did not know about the program. Director Hayden briefed Comey on the program after Patrick Philbin and Jack Goldsmith pushed Addington to read Comey into the program. In another illustration of the norm-defying nature of the Stellarwind program, Comey found himself “stunned” that the government was intercepting communications of Americans without a warrant or any judicial review. In early March 2004, Comey informed the White House that he did not believe he could reauthorize the Stellarwind program as the Acting Attorney General in place of Ashcroft, who had fallen ill and was hospitalized. For the prior nine months, Jack Goldsmith at the Department of Justice warned the White House that the program was on untenable footing.

On March 10, 2004, eight congressional leaders met in the White House Situation Room for another briefing with Hayden and the vice president on the Stellarwind program. One of the purposes of this meeting was to determine what remedies might be available in light of concerns over waning DOJ support. The group tabled discussions of legislative remedies over concerns that public discussions would disrupt too much of the program. Chief of Staff Andrew Card and White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales perceived an implicit backing from the select members of Congress in attendance.
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support from this meeting led Card and Gonzales to seek Ashcroft’s authorization at the George Washington University Hospital.223

Two particular concerns prompted the infamous hospital dispute related at the outset of this chapter, according to reporting by Charlie Savage of the New York Times: specifically, Goldsmith, Comey, and other Department of Justice officials expressed concerns about the legality of the bulk records collection program in Stellarwind, notably the email component.224 They were also concerned with the collection of content against targets tied to international terrorism that were not associated with Al Qaeda.225 After review of John Yoo’s OLC opinion, Jack Goldsmith demurred on the broad, expansive Article II authorities cited by Yoo, instead focusing a legal footing for Stellarwind on the Authorization for the Use of Military Force passed by Congress after 9/11.226 The administration shuttered the bulk email collection component to Stellarwind to appease Comey, Mueller, and Goldsmith.227 The president ordered several elements of the program shut down altogether to ensure compliance with Department of Justice demands. This edict also contributed to a push to bring the Stellarwind program under the authority of the FISC.228 Through efforts from 2004 to 2006, the Department of Justice obtained authorization from the FISC for two-thirds of the surveillance programs.

Even though the administration began to normalize Stellarwind after the incident at the George Washington University Hospital, the White House still maintained unusual levels of secrecy about the program. Not long after that incident, the New York Times
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published its story revealing Stellarwind.229 Despite the press report and presidential acknowledgement, government access to the program remained tight.230 The White House blocked Glenn Fine, Inspector General for the Department of Justice, from investigating anything related to the program.231 Likewise, the White House prevented Marshall Jarrett, who ran the Office of Professional Responsibility in the Department of Justice, from obtaining access to the program—leaving Jarrett with no other option than to close an opened investigation.232 The administration also blocked The Privacy and Civil Rights Oversight Board, an office within the White House, from accessing the program even after its public disclosure.233 Later, at a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Alberto Gonzales said that the president himself made determinations of who was read into the program.234

Still, the normalization process continued. For legalizing the final leg of Stellarwind, the government sought to bring the warrantless surveillance program involving content collection with one end of a communication residing within the United States under the FISC’s authority. In December 2006, the government issued an application to the FISC to authorize the program.235 The application sought to re-envision the term “facility” in FISA, typically applied to a target like a particular phone number or email address, to apply to an entire communications hub or switch through which significant numbers of calls or electronic communications may flow.236 The FISC gave the
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government a blanket authorization to target individuals who met this standard for content collection, without a particularized authorization on a certain phone number or identifier.237 This order also limited collection only to targets who were believed to be located outside the United States, though the other end of the communications could be within the country.238 This new event led Attorney General Alberto Gonzales on January 17, 2007, to announce that the executive branch had reached an “innovative” agreement with the FISC to ensure “speed and agility” for the controversial surveillance programs within the purview of FISA.239

Yet, in April, another FISC judge balked at his colleague’s interpretation of “facility”; Judge Robert Vinson argued against the highly generalized probable cause finding authorized by his colleague on the FISC and did not consent to the NSA unilaterally determining when a particular individual fit into that categorization.240 Vinson told the government that it would have to demonstrate particularized probable cause to the FISC for content collection of this sort.241 If the government did not care for this ruling, through his heavy reliance on Congressional statutory intent, he suggested that the executive branch should go to Congress for a resolution.242 The creative lawyering had gone on far enough and threatened to completely obfuscate the law. The administration once again saw the FISC as a roadblock to its goals rather than an integral stakeholder. The rejection led Alberto Gonzales to say Vinson’s opinion “confirmed our concern about going to” the FISC at all.243
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Though Judge Vinson’s decision led to panic in the IC, the administration obtained a legislative resolution in short order. The immediate fear after Judge Vinson’s denial of the government’s application led to a rushed process wherein the executive branch finally sought legislative authorization for its activities or risk shuttering the unsanctioned efforts altogether. The end result was the passage of the Protect America Act of 2007, followed just a few months later by the FISA Amendments Act.\textsuperscript{244} The FISA Amendments Act allowed the Attorney General and Director of National Intelligence (DNI) to authorize targeted collection on non-US persons for one year when reasonably believed to be overseas.\textsuperscript{245} The FISA Amendments Act also prohibited the government from collecting wholly domestic communications outside of the traditional FISA process, which David Addington suggested his draft order signed by the president on October 4, 2001, already allowed.\textsuperscript{246} The FISA Amendments Act also expanded the purpose justifications from those being related to Al Qaeda and associated terrorist organizations to those with foreign intelligence value.\textsuperscript{247} These pieces of legislation resolved the immediate conflicts surrounding the Stellarwind surveillance program, but left remaining several institutional harms, as outlined in the following chapter.

The preceding facts make clear that the Bush Administration, and specifically the War Council, intentionally used excessive secrecy as a tool, which ultimately became harmful to the administration’s goals. Instead of an efficient intelligence process, the administration’s exclusion of key stakeholders led to a continual roller coaster of panic and uncertainty when more integral actors learned of Stellarwind. From the perspective of efficiency, these inconsistent and sporadic shocks to the system proved damaging. In the next chapter, this thesis examines additional harms unnecessarily created by the administration through these events. The next chapter also introduces the social identity
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perspective as an analytical tool to understand the social dynamics at play in this case, and
to understand why certain actors fostered the “prevention at all costs” narrative.
III. UNDERSTANDING THE TROUBLEWATERS OF SOCIAL CONFLICT

This chapter reviews publicly available information about the actions of the decision makers involved in the creation and implementation of the post-9/11 NSA surveillance programs. Using the social identity perspective, this case study focuses on the conflict and social dynamics between the War Council and several other social groups. Specifically, this study provides evidence for leaders of intelligence organizations that certain actions and methods—intentional or perceived—can lead to conflict or resolution among social groups. This is important because intelligence enterprises, like any organization, have employees who associate with other people in social groups who work with or for other groups in an organization. Through the publicly recorded acts and comments of officials involved, this study also demonstrates how the “prevention at all costs” narrative (“the prevention narrative”) shades the analysis of leaders in charge of security, and why leaders must recognize the effect of this trend on their subordinate groups. Importantly, this analysis begins with an introduction to the social identity perspective, a model of analysis from the field of social psychology, to understand relevant dynamics.

A. INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL IDENTITY PERSPECTIVE

The social identity perspective focuses on the way people interact in social groups. Henri Tajfel defined social identity as “the individual’s knowledge that he belongs to certain social groups together with some emotional and value significance to him of this group membership.”248 In other words, people derive some sense of their identity from the associations they hold. This definition provided three critical components of a social identity approach—how a person perceives group associations, how a person evaluates

those associations, and how a person emotionally values those associations.\textsuperscript{249} Social identity views the existence of one’s group associations through a comparative evaluation with other groups.\textsuperscript{250} The value of one’s membership in a particular ingroup largely comes from comparisons to other outgroups; as such, in an effort to be better or sufficiently distinct to justify their existence, social groups collectively seek to establish their value and worth in comparison with other groups, which inherently triggers the possibility of conflict between groups.\textsuperscript{251} In other words, group members will try to establish that they are distinct from or better than other groups to justify a group’s value.\textsuperscript{252} Social groups also strive for stability and certainty, trying to reduce uncertainty whenever possible.\textsuperscript{253} People join social groups to obtain those benefits, and seek to positively rationalize their ingroup’s value so as to improve their own sense of identity.

The social identity perspective includes a number of relevant theories and sub-theories, including social identity theory and social cognition theory.\textsuperscript{254} Social identity theory grew out of Tajfel’s work in social psychology, eventually leading to Tajfel’s articulation of the theory in his work with John Turner in 1979.\textsuperscript{255} Turner later built upon this theory by focusing on the cognitive processes to create social cognition theory.\textsuperscript{256}
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Some consider these ideas to be distinct, but Hogg and Terry emphasize they are part of an inclusive social identity perspective. Tajfel first introduced the concept of social identity to understand how individuals view the world through the concept of groups, and how people view their own identity through the lens of group membership.

Turner’s self-categorization theory, which is closely tied to social identity, focuses on the psychology of group formation. The cognitive component of the social identity perspective looks at how people categorize themselves and others into ingroups based upon observed characteristics. Turner’s work on self-categorization theory focused on the cognitive function of social identity rather than evaluative or emotional functions. Turner himself admitted that self-categorization theory could also be called “the social identity theory of the group.” In this categorization process, groups and people depersonalize and define themselves by the prototypical (ideal) characteristics of an ingroup. The cognitive process of the self-categorization theory essentially matches people up with groups based upon perceived characteristics. In this process, the mind accentuates perceived prototypical characteristics of a group to highlight distinctions between groups. The theory essentially provides for the mind to highlight and exaggerate similar and distinct characteristics as it processes relationships and associations situationally. Self-categorization theory suggests that people will willingly assimilate towards the
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prototypical group ideal in both internal thoughts and external behaviors, particularly so if saliency is high.264 This is known as the metacontrast principle. The prototype—the individual who most strongly reflects the group ideal—will reflect “beliefs, attitudes, feelings, and behaviors that optimally minimize ingroup differences and maximize intergroup differences…”265 Those prototypical characteristics are situationally contextual and constantly evolving; thus, prototype models are broad characterizations of the group’s ideal in context, with a comparison to the outgroup often driving those characterizations.266 In the continually-evolving cognitive process, people will recall their understanding of group prototypes when categorizing people. Tajfel described social groups as “processes,” not static organisms.267

Group saliency may be the most important element for understanding the importance of a group association or one’s attraction to a group prototype. Saliency refers to the importance of a group to one’s identity in a particular context.268 Saliency is also tied to the fit and accessibility of a group’s characteristics when people use cognitive processes to categorize themselves or others into perceived groups.269 The more salient the group, the more likely the group’s norms will affect personal behavior.270 Again, these categorization processes constantly evolve; group saliency and existence “is a complex sequence of appearances and disappearances, of looming large and vanishing into thin air.”271
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Leaders have important roles in social groups. From the social identity perspective, leaders are part of a social group system, bound together with followers in the group system.\textsuperscript{272} The cognitive processes of group members play a role in determining leaders, including their use of self-categorization and depersonalization.\textsuperscript{273} Leaders rise based on the perceptions and categorizations of the followers.\textsuperscript{274} These activities compel individuals to categorize people as leaders based on ingroup-consensual characteristics.\textsuperscript{275} Despite common myths, the charisma of a leader is not as important as the overlap of the leader’s characteristics with the characteristics of the ingroup’s prototypical ideal.\textsuperscript{276} Instead, group members determine the prototypical ideal in a consensual manner; one individual does not solely determine a prototype for a larger group.\textsuperscript{277} If a position-based leader attempts to establish a social group’s prototype inconsistently with the ingroup’s understandings of the prototype, the group may reject that individual’s attempts. That ingroup consensus also serves to reduce uncertainty, for it is the centralized basis of the group’s understanding of what makes the group distinct or valuable.\textsuperscript{278} It is important to note that these processes occur rapidly and almost subconsciously based on situational factors.\textsuperscript{279}

Hogg argues that true leadership is a byproduct of group dynamics: “[l]eadership is about how some individuals or cliques have disproportionate power and influence to set agenda define identity, and mobilize people to achieve collective goals.”\textsuperscript{280} Leaders use influence to affect group attitudes and behaviors, or the direction of the group’s
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trajectory.281 Leaders, if they embody the group prototype, can do this according to the social identity perspective because they have the consensual authority of the ingroup’s members.282 Implicit in this analysis is the understanding that leadership and power are distinct elements. The person who embodies the group prototype can influence group behavior, and the leader embodying that prototype can use the power of the prototype to influence and affect group change, to even include altering the group’s vision of the prototype.283 Context is king here, and the group’s interpretation of the prototype will constantly shift based on the situation. For example, in some circumstances, a group may expect its prototype to be silent and contemplative, while in other situations the prototype may need to be assertive.

The person who most strongly represents the vision of a group prototype attracts group members to them. So long as the group is salient, this attraction will generally take hold over other considerations like personal relationships.284 This hypothesis stems from the understanding that ingroup members prefer to be more like their ingroup prototype, or at least more consistent with ingroup members rather than outgroup members.285 People in an ingroup who consider themselves to be less like a prototype than others tend to make more changes to mirror the prototype.286 The more salient the group identification, the stronger the desire to mirror the prototype. People do this because the prototype serves as the iconoclastic figure to compare the ingroup in a positive light to other outgroups.287 This does not mean that people act like lemmings and conform to group stereotypes just to garner acceptance. Rather, the prototypical characteristics at play are constantly evolving
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and are based on salient considerations. If one’s identity is a continuum wherein a person derives his or her identity from either totally interpersonal relationships on one end of the spectrum to intergroup associations on the other extreme, according to the social identity perspective one’s self-identity is constantly in flux somewhere on that continuum; the extent of one’s group-derived identity depends largely on a group’s saliency.\textsuperscript{288} People process information individually, but their analyses can be influenced based on group norms.\textsuperscript{289} Ingroup members will tend to view leaders as those who most strongly exemplify those characteristics based on context. In another scenario, an ingroup may view different characteristics as the most salient, thus redefining the prototype based on the context of the moment. Group members regulate themselves based at least in part on group norms, especially when group saliency is high.\textsuperscript{290} Group saliency will most likely be highest when a person or groups perceive threats to a group’s distinctiveness, sustainability, stability or image.\textsuperscript{291}

In the social identity perspective, the Bush Administration’s effort to use the prevention narrative was an attempt to use social creativity to reframe the ingroup narrative, to increase group saliency around the government protector role, and to improve group value. Social creativity is a term used within the social identity perspective to describe efforts by a social group to redefine a salient narrative.\textsuperscript{292} There are several social groups involved in this case study, but to some extent they all fit within the superordinate social group of government security and intelligence professionals. Each official, from the President of the United States at the top of the group down to individuals who leaked information to the media, fit into this overarching group. In this case, after the attacks of September 11, 2001, leadership within the executive branch quickly sought to redefine the
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group narrative to alter norms within the security and intelligence apparatus of the
government to assert “never again.” The overriding preoccupation of every member of this
social group, according to its leadership, was that another terrorist attack was inexcusable,
and all other considerations were necessarily secondary. Using the social identity lens of
analysis, this case study serves as an example of social creativity in demonstrating how the
narrative changed after the terrorist attacks. Whether intentional or merely perceived as
such, the prevention narrative that arose after 9/11 was an effort at social creativity for
redefining the battle moving forward: by “never letting it happen again,” the narrative
created an absolutist battle of good versus evil that the protectors must win. As evidenced
below, the motivations for this narrative came from multiple sources, both internal and
external to the executive. With the distinction between coercive positional power and
influential leadership in mind, this study also demonstrates the dangers of radical normative
shifts without necessary consensus building.

B. SOCIAL GROUPS AND THE PREVENTION NARRATIVE

Group members in large organizations tend to find more saliency in closer, more
direct subgroups rather than larger, superordinate structures like large bureaucratic
organizations. Being more closely aligned with their subordinate ingroup, people are
only intrinsically motivated by the superordinate group’s goals when they align with the
goals of the salient subgroup, with the superordinate viewed as a potential outgroup during
times of misalignment. This brings into question the potential distinctions between
leadership or influence of the president or vice president compared to raw coercive power.
Leadership “is not a coercive process in which power is exercised over others”; rather,
leadership is “a process of influence that enlists and mobilizes the involvement of others
in the attainment of collective goals.”

293 Naomi Ellemers, Dick De Gilder, and S. Alexander Haslam, “Motivating Individuals and Groups
at Work: A Social Identity Perspective on Leadership and Group Performance,” Academy of Management
Review 29, no. 3 (July 2004): 462–64.
By virtue of his elected position, President Bush served as the patron of the executive branch after 9/11. The roles of the president and vice president are interesting and somewhat difficult to pinpoint within this case study. While not directly involved in many of the decisions referenced in this case study, Goldsmith argues that President Bush was the metaphorical invisible hand driving all decisions based on the need to never “let this happen again.” The president’s intentions served as the impetus and one of the strongest factors internal to the executive branch in fostering the prevention narrative. The day after the 9/11 attacks, while at a National Security Council meeting, the president took it upon himself to set a standard. It was there that President Bush warned Attorney General Ashcroft, who himself had been a stark detractor of perceived government abuses in the past, to never let something like this happen again. The edict from President Bush became the marching orders upon which the IC would focus from there on out. Ashcroft’s response was to warn his subordinates that no plot or lead could go unchecked. The overriding concern of the President and, thereafter Ashcroft, penetrated the entirety of the administration.

In November 2001, Vice President Cheney ordered the Central Intelligence Agency to treat all threats as highly credible regardless of the analytical conclusions. Cheney’s order was dubbed the One Percent Doctrine: if there was even a one percent chance of a legitimate lead, officials must work the lead until proven otherwise. Oftentimes, FBI agents were unaware as to how the NSA came up with leads that it provided to them, but they frequently called these tips “Pizza Hut leads” because they were more likely to lead to a pizza delivery driver rather than a suspected terrorist. FBI agents complained that
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they had already addressed many of these leads before receiving them from the NSA.\textsuperscript{303} Yet, for all the focus on running down every lead, questions of efficacy still arose. According to audits pursued by FBI General Counsel Valerie Caproni, 1.2 percent of leads generated by Stellarwind from 2001 to 2004 were useful, with usefulness defined as “those that made a substantive contribution to identifying a terrorist, deporting a suspected terrorist, or identifying a potential confidential informant.”\textsuperscript{304} From March 2004 through January 2006, the review in a second study deemed zero of the leads useful.\textsuperscript{305} In later reviewing the bulk metadata collection program, the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board found that not one lead from the program led to any “concrete difference in the outcome of a counterterrorism investigation.”\textsuperscript{306} Of twelve cases believed to obtain some value from the NSA program, the FBI already had access to that information in each case.\textsuperscript{307} The Board recommended the termination of the program.\textsuperscript{308} This recommendation may have contributed to the Intelligence Community conceding to the passage of the USA Freedom Act in 2015 as the first major legislation on surveillance authorities after the Snowden leaks.\textsuperscript{309} Multiple court cases in recent years suggest that elements of Stellarwind were either statutory violations of the PATRIOT Act or
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There may be entirely appropriate and legitimate reasons for these numbers, but such evidence should at least raise a question: to what extent were these decisions to use resources in this manner predicated on norms influenced by group members pushing the prevention narrative?

To Goldsmith, these responses by the President and Vice President were obvious reactions to the events of 9/11. Bradford Berenson, an aide to Alberto Gonzales in the White House Counsel’s Office, described running roughshod over some people’s liberties and rights as “regrettable,” but “inevitable.” In the memorandum arguing for the legality of Stellarwind, John Yoo found that in light of the 9/11 attacks and the conflict at hand, “the government may be justified in taking measures which in less troubled conditions could be seen as infringements of civil liberties.” Years later, after the PRISM mass electronic surveillance program began under the authorities given to the executive under the Protect America Act, President Bush told then-Director of the NSA Keith Alexander “to take these authorities and defend America.”

These are examples of a social group allowing the prevention narrative to take hold and affect cultural norms. Whereas before 9/11 government security officials arguably attempted to balance security and liberty, after the terrorist attacks, many government actors swept away any balance of security and liberty in favor of an effort to ensure total security moving forward. This came from multiple sources both internal and external to

310 See Klayman v. Obama, 957 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2013), vacated and remanded, 800 F. 3d 559 (D.C. Cir. 2015); see also ACLU v. Clapper, 959 F. Supp. 2d 724 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) affirmed in part, vacated in part, remanded, 785 F.3d 787 (2d Cir. 2015); additionally, in light of the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Carpenter v. United States that required a warrant for the collection of historical cell site location information for a period longer than seven days, some commentators suggest the program might be unconstitutional if it were still in effect today (see Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206 (2018); David Kris, “Carpenter’s Implications for Foreign Intelligence Surveillance,” Lawfare (blog), June 24, 2018, https://www.lawfareblog.com/carpenters-implications-foreign-intelligence-surveillance).
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those actors’ social groups. Examples of internal sources included those that originally came from edicts of the president and the vice president, so it is worthwhile to analyze the role of these men in this described social group of government intelligence and security professionals. The president relied on the coercive positional power of the office of the president to seek changes in IC cultural norms rather than relying on influential leadership based on social dynamics. This may have contributed to some of the difficulties that followed, particularly as they relate to intergroup conflict and leakers.

People in positions of power must always be wary to not abuse those positions, for that may sever a leader’s influence in patron/client relationships. President Bush and Vice President Cheney may have been prototypical leaders for many executive branch officials, including the aforementioned War Council, because they may have shared an affinity for prevention at all costs; but the distinction between political appointees who shared the president’s agenda and career civil servants may be relevant here. Many civil servants steeped in cultures of legal compliance may well have believed that fostering the prevention narrative to extremes was a bridge too far. Since those times of turmoil after the Church Committee, agencies such as the FBI, the CIA, and the NSA have learned many lessons from the past outcry over the surveillance activities exposed through news reporting and investigations. Based on the public record, it is fair to say that federal intelligence agencies—notably the FBI, the CIA, and the NSA—have created significant cultures of compliance. In that sense, President Bush and Vice President Cheney may have begun to separate themselves from the prototypical ideal of many government employees. However, even if government employees questioned their influence as leaders, as the elected officials in charge of the executive branch President Bush and Vice President Cheney served as patrons of the “government protectors” superordinate structure; these
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men clearly held coercive power over the executive branch, even if their social influence waned.\textsuperscript{318} Members of these groups could easily construe demands that something like 9/11 never happen again as a negative honor challenge against the superordinate group, which in effect questions the social group’s past efficiency.\textsuperscript{319} Depending on how these social groups view their patrons as leaders, these demands could trigger numerous responses by intelligence professionals in the government.

The president was not the only source of the prevention narrative’s influence. In other halls of Washington, D.C., even before the president’s edict, people inside the executive branch already embraced the prevention narrative as officials held discussions about how to increase security capabilities. Those conversations started on September 11, 2001, when leaders of several executive branch law enforcement agencies met within the confines of the Department of Justice as panic gripped the nation. As the horror of the day unfolded, conversations among those leaders quickly escalated to discuss tools to engage in mass surveillance or interrogations based on race or religion. Hours after the attack, James Ziglar, Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS), sat in the Strategic Information Operation Center after the attacks on 9/11. He heard leaders of other executive agencies discussing what he believed to be a discourse on general warrants against Muslim populations in the United States.\textsuperscript{320} He raised concerns to the leaders in the room, including Attorney General Ashcroft’s Chief of Staff David Ayres, but the faces around the table only looked at him questioningly.\textsuperscript{321} Others in the room either viewed him oddly or dismissed his concerns.\textsuperscript{322} He immediately considered himself to be a deviant challenging ingroup perspectives. Ziglar eventually retired from INS, but not after several contentious confrontations with the attorney general. “You were either for national
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security, or you were against it,” Bo Cooper, General Counsel for INS, would later say. This false dichotomy stemmed from an over-embrace of the prevention narrative and an imbalance of group norms as a result of social groups creatively reestablishing norms to fit a perceived deficit.

The aggressive rhetoric referenced to this point is also important from a social identity perspective. Czarniawska and Joerges note that conversation is a critical element of change, in that it serves as a method for disseminating concepts of change. Change in organizations like those seen after 9/11 do not happen in a vacuum; rather, discourse propels group change. Group members alter discourse through conversations and the written word, as they use these tools to amend previous group narratives. Bakhtin notes that groups constantly reinterpret narratives in light of changing events. Language and communication are crucial for establishing the social construction surrounding new initiatives; the narratives shaped by groups and their leaders will often dictate how people address problems as they arise.

The use of narrative-altering discourse here can have potential ramifications on communications within social groups. The categorization of activities as either “a threat” or “an opportunity” will influence how others respond to an activity. The same idea applies to how leaders use language to root new initiatives in either familiar or new
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terrain. Leaders continually use narratives to frame how they, their organization, and the organization’s members fit into new initiatives. Leaders shape narratives through how they set the use of language and frames in clear, systematic terms. Leaders take a primary role in shaping narratives, and their ability to do so is directly tied to their level of social influence. Language creating a false dichotomy such as “you are either for national security or against it” all too easily establishes threats rather than positive opportunities for group members.

For reasons both internal and external, the potential for the discursive framework of the prevention narrative to alter analysis within social groups is significant. One example from this case study is that of Attorney General John Ashcroft who, when he was a U.S. senator in 1998, vehemently opposed a government-favored resolution to encryption, stating “there has been an insistence that we turn over the keys to our individual privacy to the federal government, but there has been no talk of safeguards or privacy.” Speaking against the “trust the protectors” narrative that would be common from Bush Administration officials after the leak of Stellarwind to the public, he said, “[a]pparently, innocent citizens are expected to trust the bureaucracy not to abuse them…In no way [did the founding fathers] favor the notion that a key to every home, diary, bank account, medical record, business plan, or investment should be provided to the federal government for use without the individual’s knowledge.”

After 9/11, and after the president’s edict, many of those concerns appeared to vanish based on concerns of preventing another attack. Ashcroft described the attacks as being just as critical as a heart attack to a hospital patient, even going so far as to question the likelihood of the country’s existential survival after the attack. In Ashcroft’s eyes,
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even prosecution of terrorist suspects—and the significant incarceration and prevention that coincides with successful prosecution—came second to prevention at all costs. “Prosecution cannot be our top priority,” he told FBI Director Robert Mueller, “if we lose the ability to prosecute, that’s fine, but we have to prevent the next attack. Prevention must be our top priority.” 337 In a similar example, NSA Director Hayden later asserted that during the conflict between James Comey, the Department of Justice, and the White House, he offered to continue Stellarwind even in the event that the program did not get legal authorization. 338 This decision had the potential to put him and other policymakers in legal jeopardy. He based his justification in part on the then-recent Madrid bombings. 339 White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card also explicitly referenced the Madrid bombings as justification for the executive’s efforts while briefing congressional leadership on Stellarwind. 340

An individual derives his identity from his self-image. 341 In other words, it is the individual’s perception of him or herself that comprises that person’s identity. The social identity perspective argues that much of an individual’s self-identity stems from the individual’s perception of the value of his or her group associations. When the prevention narrative highlights certain group perceptions and attitudes, it has the effect of driving the salient factors of social identity. What drives the government protectors’ ingroup prevention narrative is not only what the prototypical leader dictates; norm-influencing narratives can also arise based on internal concerns from the collective group membership or based on perceived outward attacks on the ingroup. As demonstrated below, both internal and perceived external attacks about what the ingroup did (or failed to do) to prevent 9/11 from occurring further ignited social groups to foster the ingroup prevention narrative. The prevention narrative accentuated the saliency of the government protector
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social identity within the superordinate executive branch and many subgroups in the
intelligence and security arena.

From the internal member perspective, there is ample anecdotal information to
suggest that certain groups clung to the prevention narrative because of the perceived
failures of the ingroup and concerns that another failure would be detrimental to the group’s
value. This speaks to the need for the ingroup to establish positive evaluative and emotional
components to the group’s identity. From this perspective, the prevention narrative should
be understood as the group’s own negative evaluation of itself after the Twin Towers fell.
A sense of blame for the attacks may drive a negative internal evaluation of the group and
its own sense of efficacy. Another attack on the scale of 9/11 would have been detrimental,
not only to the country generally or the people affected, but also to the intelligence and
security ingroup and the evaluation of its own identity. As a result, the strong, overriding
prevention narrative that formed in multiple places simultaneously—both from the leader
of the group and throughout its ranks—demonstrated the group’s need to creatively reframe
the narrative, the group’s priorities, and from where the group drew its value. Before 9/11,
the calculus of security considerations was significantly different. For instance, the
decision not to carpet bomb Afghanistan to eliminate Osama Bin Laden before 9/11
because of concerns over collateral damage is an example of how the analysis was
different. After 9/11, many government officials believed that prevention must take
priority at all costs.

A belief that the public would not accept another attack compelled much of the
perception driving the narrative. Psychologically, this was the articulation of a perceived
potential threat to the ingroup from the amorphous public citizenry outgroup. Jack
Goldsmith saw dual concerns in the Bush Administration’s actions, both of a fear of “doing
too much,” and “fear of not doing enough to stop the next attack.” Goldsmith asserted
that “playing it safe” was no longer feasible after 9/11, thus risking “reputation, fortune,
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and perhaps liberty” was a natural response to overcorrecting for cautious pre-9/11 policies and lawyering. Goldsmith openly acknowledged that the “fear” of allowing another attack drove aggressive decisions even in legal rulings from the OLC. He found that “[i]t was thus not easy for the men under pressure in the summer of 2002 to critically analyze John Yoo’s legal opinion.”

Perceived external threats to the ingroup fostered the prevention narrative. In their writings, both Hayden and Goldsmith point to external commission findings (the Congressional Joint Inquiry Commission and the 9/11 Commission, respectively) as evidence of the view within the executive that future failures would be unacceptable. The fear of failing to err on the side of absolute security was obvious. Stuart Levey in the Department of Justice described detainee policy as “not up for debate,” and some were concerned of “catastrophic consequences” that should befall the administration were they to release someone who then committed an attack. The same concerns permeated Congress after 9/11. The concerns of either not giving the government the tools it needs or appearing weak were palpable on Capitol Hill, where even normal allies of civil liberties groups like the ACLU planned to vote for the PATRIOT Act. Many congressional members and staffers had not read significant portions of the wide-ranging bill. Reports suggest that congressional leaders in charge of writing the legislation sought more time from the administration to work on a solution, only to receive rebukes that they would be to blame if there were further attacks. Each of these social groups could arguably trace back their actions to certain effects of the prevention narrative.
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C. THE WAR COUNCIL AND CONFLICT WITH OTHER SOCIAL GROUPS

This case study demonstrates the importance of social groups within organizations. While the superordinate social group involved here is defined as security and intelligence professionals within the federal government, smaller groups within that group conflicted significantly over the history of the Stellarwind program. To the extent that certain subgroups embraced the prevention narrative as an ingroup norm, subgroups conflicted with each other depending on how salient security became to its members, particularly as security related to other functions like internal debates and processes or legal concerns. However, single issues are a misnomer; multiple focuses can drive individuals and groups.352

A critical social group for understanding the intricacies of this case study is the aforementioned War Council, the informal body of senior level officials who sought to preempt and control legal and policy decisions related to counterterrorism. The War Council took significant efforts to control the flow of information and stifle discussion, which had the ulterior benefit of mitigating dissent or opposing viewpoints within a given debate.353 The ingroup narrative of the War Council focused on (1) the prevention narrative, and (2) an additional motive of reestablishing executive power to its perceived zenith. Other subgroups found the overarching “government protectors” ingroup less salient as the War Council took unusual measures to define the executive branch’s prototype, perhaps resulting in reduced social cohesion among the relevant subgroups. The War Council’s use of raw, coercive power rather than social influence to change cultural norms further accentuated the separation of subgroups, treating other executive branch members as clients for whom they had not earned patronage.

For a group of attorneys deeply engaged in both policy and legal discussions, David Addington arguably served as the prototypical leader for the War Council. It is clear from public accounts that Addington served as the de facto leader of the War Council, even if

White House General Counsel Alberto Gonzales acted as the mediator and controller of group activities. A prototype serves as an individual with the “fuzzy sets…of attributes” that define a group.\textsuperscript{354} Prototypes often demonstrate the metacontrast principle of providing the clearest distinction for an ingroup of the group’s appropriate norms compared to an outgroup.\textsuperscript{355} By all accounts, Addington filled this role by focusing almost entirely on prevention and presidential powers.\textsuperscript{356} Moreover, he was perhaps the most experienced and distinguished attorney in the group. “Addington was known throughout the bureaucracy as the best-informed, savviest, and most conservative lawyer in the administration.”\textsuperscript{357} John Yoo spoke of Addington as a learned attorney in a highly respectful manner.\textsuperscript{358} Jack Goldsmith was impressed with his detailed knowledge on minutia not regularly understood by attorneys in such a high stature.\textsuperscript{359} Addington was known for relishing deep dives into case law and policy.\textsuperscript{360} Addington was almost always involved in national security meetings in the White House, despite the historically limited role of the office of the vice president in policymaking.\textsuperscript{361} Alberto Gonzales often deferred to Addington because Gonzales’ background was not in matters of executive power or national security, but rather corporate law.\textsuperscript{362} Addington’s background exemplified an experienced attorney in the federal government and national security. He had extensive experience in Washington, D.C., bureaucracy dating back to his time serving as a congressional staffer when the vice president served in Congress. Addington had prior experience as an attorney for the CIA and worked in the Reagan Administration. He served
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as general counsel for the Department of Defense under then-Secretary Cheney, and also as chief counsel for multiple House committees. Gonzales, in contrast, came to Washington after a career in corporate and Texas state legal matters, intending to be the attorney for a president primarily focused on domestic matters before 9/11.363

On the one occasion when Jack Goldsmith could recall Addington and Gonzales disagreeing, Addington’s view won out with the president.364 In his position as counsel to the vice president, Addington wielded little actual power among members of the War Council; yet, in the War Council he could embody the attributes that best defined the group—smart, experienced, and entirely focused on policies aimed at preventing future attacks. Thus, he held influential power within the War Council.

Perhaps most importantly, many viewed Addington as the channel for the chief executive’s authority. Solicitor General Ted Olson described Addington as “Cheney’s ‘eyes, ears, and voice.’”365 As a corollary, many viewed Addington as speaking with the voice of the vice president and also President Bush.366 On top of a gruff demeanor and significant knowledge base from which to pull, Addington shared the vice president’s focus on restoring executive power after Congress put restrictions in place after the abuses of the Watergate era.367 That restoration of executive power was also a call to arms in how war and counterterrorism decisions were made after 9/11. Cheney and Addington explicitly viewed FISA, and the FISC itself, as objects of improper congressional overreach.368 “We’re one bomb away,” Addington once said of the FISC, “from getting rid of that obnoxious court.”369 Addington was a known ideologue who refused to seek compromise with other attorneys. Addington, and by extension the vice president, attacked those who challenged their opinions on many occasions, notably blocking the promotion of Patrick
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Philbin, who aligned himself with James Comey during the dispute surrounding reauthorization of Stellarwind.\textsuperscript{370} Within that group of policy-oriented attorneys focused so strongly on prevention, Addington embodied the group prototype. Without 9/11, had the Bush Administration focused on domestic activities, the context for Addington’s prototypical embodiment never would have come to pass.

As the prototype, Addington set the tone for the War Council’s activities and kept the ingroup small. He “had a domineering reputation as the smartest lawyer in any room—and one who wasn’t afraid to let the others know it.”\textsuperscript{371} In meetings, he pushed others in a manner consistent with a goal of stifling dissent. In situations where Goldsmith brought to the White House’s attention that previous OLC opinions were flawed and needed alterations, starting with the issue of the application of the Geneva Conventions to combatant detainees, Addington shouted down Goldsmith. “You cannot question [the president’s] decision,” he once said.\textsuperscript{372} In a meeting in the spring of 2004 with Philbin, Goldsmith, and Gonzales regarding a dissatisfactory opinion from the OLC, Addington barked, “[i]f you rule that way, the blood of the hundred thousand people who die in the next attack will be on your hands.”\textsuperscript{373} Engaging people and groups in this manner is likely to have significant (negative) ramifications. The harsh nature of Addington’s communications should be perceived as a negative honor challenge upon distinct groups, prompting potentially unexpected responses. These potential ramifications likely grew as the perception of Addington as a prototype faded outside of the narrow ingroup that he directly influenced. It is unlikely that Addington’s behavior could have embodied a prototypical role in many contexts, yet here his aggressive attitude comported with the needs of the overriding ingroup prevention narrative.

With direct access to the president and vice president, the War Council kept its circle tight and tried to confine it to like-minded individuals. For instance, at the time

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{370} Addington blocked Philbin’s promotion to Solicitor General in Bush’s second term (Goldsmith, 170).
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Stellarwind went public, the civil liberties protection officer within the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) was unaware of the program, as was the general counsel of the ODNI. This reinforced conflict with Attorney General John Ashcroft and the Department of Justice, who the War Council often bypassed to go to a subordinate, John Yoo. The perceived threats to the country largely drove the mindset of the War Council. Goldsmith described the attitude of the War Council and administration officials as follows: “[t]heir want of actionable intelligence combined with their knowledge of what might happen to produce an aggressive, panicked attitude that assumed the worst about threats and embraced a ‘better safe than sorry’ posture toward them.” He believed that the Council’s efforts to drive policy were often affected by their continual focus, day after day, on potential threats to the country. James Comey called the focus on threats so heightened that it became “an obsession” because of the extreme nature and number of threats. Goldsmith also believed that the primary justification for narrow decision-making circles and limiting access to legal decisions was to “control outcomes” and “minimize resistance,” despite the state justification of preventing leaks of sensitive information.

Like-mindedness was important inside the War Council, and that contributed to conflict with other groups. In setting the standard of pushing for executive authority, Addington spoke of the awesome authorities of the president in wartime: “[w]e’re going to push and push and push until some larger force makes us stop.” Yoo also shared Addington’s view of significant constitutional wartime authorities incumbent in the presidency, to the point that Congress could not restrict them by statutes. Critics accused
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Yoo of working too closely within the War Council, to the point of claiming he worked directly for the Vice President, Addington, and Gonzales when his chain of command led directly to Ashcroft. \(^{381}\) Aschroft subsequently blocked Yoo’s promotion to the head attorney at the OLC because of Ashcroft’s suspicions of Gonzales, Yoo, and the War Council. \(^{382}\) Yoo would soon depart the government for a return to academia. Jack Goldsmith was selected to replace Bybee to head the OLC and take Yoo’s place on the War Council based on support from Jim Haynes and John Yoo. \(^{383}\) Gonzales recognized Ashcroft’s suspicions of him, and he told Goldsmith during the vetting period that he would need to get Ashcroft’s support because a recommendation coming from the War Council would be viewed skeptically. \(^{384}\) When Goldsmith met with Ashcroft, an overriding focus of discussions was to assure that Goldsmith, as the head of OLC, kept Ayres and Ashcroft continually apprised of what was occurring. \(^{385}\)

Yet Goldsmith’s appointment to lead the OLC and inclusion in the de facto War Council led to conflict within the group of policymakers. For the first time, Goldsmith bucked the group norms for concerns over the legal foundations of various counterterrorism policies. In his writings, Goldsmith highlights the clash of views that regularly took place in national security discussions in the White House, trying to balance the drive for security with concerns over violating the law. \(^{386}\) Of the members of the War Council, Goldsmith was the only one not in government service on September 11, 2001, and he considered himself to be primarily a legal scholar. The saliency of the War Council’s norms was not as prescient as his commitment to certain legal standards and the rule of law, as evidenced by Goldsmith’s view of the Council’s efforts on surveillance: “[a]fter 9/11 [Addington and Cheney] and other top officials in the administration dealt with FISA the way they dealt with other laws they didn’t like: they blew through them in secret based
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on flimsy legal opinions that they guarded closely so no one could question the legal basis for the operations.” 

In response to expressed concerns that certain OLC memoranda needed to be pulled and revised, the White House—and likely the War Council—felt as though Goldsmith “buckled” to public outrage ongoing in certain areas of counterterrorism policy. Addington openly mocked Goldsmith, arguing that “[s]ince you’ve withdrawn so many legal opinions that the President and others have been relying on, we need you to go through all of OLC’s opinions and let us know which ones you still stand by.” Increasingly, members of the War Council—particularly Addington—shouted down Goldsmith as his tenure in public office reached nine months. The prototype treated the ingroup member like a social deviant for refusing to conform to ingroup norms. Goldsmith instead found like-minded allies outside the White House in the Department of Justice who prioritized rule of law over an excessive form of the prevention narrative. As previously noted, the vast majority of relevant actors in the Department of Justice did not have access to Stellarwind because it was a closed program hidden within the confines of a “special access” program, which was quite unusual for its degree of secrecy.

This evidence suggests that the War Council’s actions created conflicts with other social groups on multiple fronts. The War Council acted unilaterally and secretively, excluding personnel who would normally be involved in determining and executing critical counterterrorism policies like the Stellarwind surveillance program. Moreover, Addington’s interactions with Goldsmith evidence that, when members of other groups were involved, the War Council’s prototype shouted them down to suggest they were irrelevant. Collectively, this sort of rhetoric combined with these actions demonstrated a hostile environment wherein policymakers discouraged engaging in fruitful discussions on
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the ramifications of policies. In this case, these actions caused significant isolation of the War Council from other subgroups within the Executive Branch.

Those within the Department that were aware of the program seemed to believe in similar legal norms as Goldsmith. Slowly, over the course of his tenure in the Department of Justice, Goldsmith moved out of the War Council. FBI Director Robert Mueller was among those who joined Goldsmith in a newly salient ingroup of “rule of law” based officials leading up to the incident at the George Washington University Hospital and the subsequent threats to resign. Mueller did not draw patronage lines to the White House; he instead drew on long-recognized norms of FBI independence from the president. He did not defer to presidential decisions on legality and did not look to the War Council for legal ruling. “Your office [OLC] is expert on the law and the President is not,” he once said to Jack Goldsmith.391 James Comey and, increasingly, John Ashcroft also aligned themselves with this group focused on rule-of-law interests. Personal relationships had little to do with these alignments, as Comey insists Mueller was never more than a vaguely familiar colleague in whom Comey recognized similar characteristics in how they viewed their duties.392

At the peak of pressure from this group, President Bush ordered the Stellarwind program to come into compliance with the demands of Mueller, Comey, and the Department of Justice attorneys. The president made this decision while privately discussing the matter with Comey and Mueller, in the wake of unilaterally reauthorizing the program without the legal signoff by the Department of Justice.393 In that moment, President Bush faced an existential threat to both the superordinate and subgroups of government protectors for whom he served as patron. He faced a threat from the leadership of the Department of Justice and the FBI that they would resign. Such actions would have had resounding ramifications. Massive leadership resignations would have created significant negative values of group association within the Department, thereby
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destabilizing agency morale in an organization already under intense pressure, and risking group cohesion.\textsuperscript{394} Additionally, with only months until a presidential election, the resignations would likely have spurred a series of questions about why the senior attorneys within the Department of Justice suddenly resigned in unison. The likelihood of glossing over that event would be low, possibly further damaged by others within the Department of Justice who would feel more inclined to talk to reporters to force change by exposing perceived norms violations from within the government.

Confronted by this threat, President Bush’s decision to double back on unilaterally authorizing the Stellarwind program was also an example of social change: the president changed course, acting in a manner inconsistent with previous action to stabilize dissent in the ranks. This also required some level of social creativity via an alteration to the prevention narrative, conceding that legal boundaries were a co-equal consideration to security. The changes prompted by that decision had the subsequent effect of strengthening group cohesion by bolstering support within the government protector ranks across all three branches of government, thereby amending the desired group norms and expanding the ranks of potential group members to those concerned with both security and the rule of law.\textsuperscript{395} In theory, this could have weakened his position with high identifiers—organizational members who strongly attach their social identity to organizational values—like David Addington, who likely attempted to draft an order after the president’s meetings with James Comey and Robert Mueller that negated the president’s concession.\textsuperscript{396}

Nonetheless, to a strong ingroup identifier, the president as a perceived group prototype had more flexibility to amend ingroup norms and act inconsistently with the previously-

\textsuperscript{394} In a more recent example, surveys suggest recent leadership turmoil in the FBI also led to damaging morale among the rank and file. See Scott R. Anderson and Benjamin Wittes, “Climate Change is Real at the FBI—and Here is the Data to Prove It,” Lawfare (blog), July 15, 2018, https://www.lawfareblog.com/climate-change-real-fbi-and-here-data-prove-it.
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established embodiment of prototypical traits. Meanwhile, through creatively altering the narrative, the president also moved toward additional stakeholder support in counterterrorism surveillance programs.

D. FACING OUTWARD TOWARD EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

Stakeholders in foreign intelligence processes include the FISC and Congress. Importantly, the media and general public are also stakeholders, for they are integral in public messaging and providing consent. Yet, despite the contentiousness within the executive branch over the Stellarwind program and other counterterrorism policies, the defensiveness of executive representatives when publicly discussing counterterrorism policies suggests that members of the protectors’ ingroup perceived a sharp distinction between themselves and the outgroups of either Congress, the courts, the media, or the public more generally. The distinction between the public and government officials often becomes a more salient ingroup/outgroup dynamic in the face of public stakeholders’ questions. There were many occasions where government officials discussed surveillance and counterterrorism policies in public during the Bush Administration, particularly as leaks brought these issues to national attention. Often, officials’ outward statements illustrated a perceptually contentious group dynamic that wiped over any distinctions between subgroups within the government to present a unified front. The rhetoric used by officials in public often demonstrated a creatively reframed ingroup/outgroup narrative favoring a zero-sum version of the prevention narrative, which pitted those in favor of protecting innocent Americans against those in favor of helping the terrorists.

Public evidence of this distinction came shortly after the executive branch began its aggressive new counterterrorism policies. Just a few months after the 9/11 attacks, John Ashcroft appeared irritated at a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing over questions that legislators raised about the specter of aggressive executive activities. “We need honest, reasoned debate, and not fear-mongering….to those who scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost liberty, my message is this: your tactics only aid terrorists, for they erode

our national unity and diminish our resolve.”398 Ashcroft’s own public words set such a strong dichotomous narrative that suggested, to paraphrase President Bush, “you’re either with us or against us.”399 Ashcroft’s words set a tone that denied compromise, reasoned dissents or avenues for questions. In other words, they echoed the traits of the War Council and their superiors. In response to Ashcroft, Senator Patrick Leahy responded from behind the dais, “[e]veryone is against terrorists. This is about whether we are adequately protecting civil liberties.”400 This exchange was a microcosm of the security versus liberty debate after 9/11, wherein the protectors viewed as social outsiders anyone who failed to hyperbolically advocate for security.

This absolutist attitude was more than simply rhetoric; instead, this rhetoric illustrated the deeply entrenched mindset of the ingroup’s logic and actions. Several weeks after an announcement regarding detainee policy, Alberto Gonzales found himself surprised at questions he received while giving a speech at an American Bar Association event.401 Gonzales’ surprise struck Suzanne Spaulding, herself a former attorney for the CIA, as “oblivious” to the potential public concerns, causing her to note the difficulties created by decisions made from the “bunker” that was the White House in the early period after 9/11.402 Later, in 2004, when Gonzalez reportedly had a better understanding of the outgroup’s criticisms of counterterrorism policies, he spoke again before the ABA, this time describing the Bush Administration’s critics as those who “fundamentally misunderstood the nature of the threat this country is facing.”403 Similarly, in a speech at a press event after the New York Times broke the story on the surveillance programs, NSA
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Director Michael Hayden told members of the press that he would rather be in the position he was in—publicly discussing controversial leaked surveillance programs—than being forced to talk about how the government failed to prevent an attack. These speeches provide insight into an ingroup’s adoption of a zero-sum version of the prevention narrative.

These distinctions with public media outlets accentuated the saliency of the government protector role, thereby highlighting the prevention narrative adopted in so many circles. That adoption, as in the example of when Alberto Gonzales spoke before the American Bar Association, can also lead to a lack of awareness or outright mitigation of the “non-righteous” views of other stakeholders. When ingroup members strongly embrace their group narrative, they risk discounting outgroup perspectives so significantly that they become unaware of the ability of those outgroup narratives to also gain traction in society as a whole. Put bluntly, the outgroup may also have valid arguments, but the ingroup blinds itself from seeing them. Interestingly, before 9/11, Hayden made great efforts to seek out public trust and support when he was first appointed director of the NSA. Not long after the release of a popular Will Smith movie, “Enemy of the State,” Hayden had significant concerns of a loss of public trust in government intelligence agencies. As an advocate for the IC, he became the first NSA director to appear on a Sunday political talk show. He was a rare public advocate for legitimate intelligence efforts and continues to be one today. Yet, when in the midst of controversy over the president’s surveillance programs, Hayden’s words referenced a simple dichotomy of options—act or face another attack—that eliminates all nuance. Here, even Hayden, the most contemplative individual on the nature of the security versus liberty debate in this case study based on the public record, was prone to fall back into an overly simplistic defensive framing when speaking to an outgroup.

405 See Hayden, Playing to the Edge, 10, 119.
Members of the Bush Administration spoke to members of the media even more aggressively in private meetings, particularly they when saw a threat to the efficacy of their efforts. During discussions with representatives of the *New York Times* regarding the potential reporting of the surveillance programs, the president threatened leadership of the newspaper by arguing to them that in the event of another attack those reporters would be sitting before Congress with the leaders of the IC to provide testimony about why they let another attack occur. President Bush warned one of the paper’s editors that, “there’ll be blood on your hands.” He asserted that the American people wanted him to “do everything in [his] power, under our laws and Constitution, to protect them.” This use of rhetoric by the president demonstrates an attempt to creatively set the framework for the discussion: work with us or you’ll be to blame for the next attack. It was an aggressively negative challenge to the outgroup. These types of statements can have multiple effects, to include increasing resolve within the ingroup but also increasing resolve in the outgroup, thereby setting the stage for increased levels of conflict instead of cooperation.

The writings of John Yoo, the attorney from the OLC who originally provided memoranda establishing the legal framework for many early Bush Administration counterterrorism policies, further demonstrate the outright dismissal of outgroup views. Yoo’s language attempted to drive the administration’s detractors to an extreme: “(t)he idea that all the lawyers in the Department of Justice, the White House, and the Defense Department are engaged in a conspiracy to twist the law of the land to authorize an illegal war is simply ridiculous.” By putting a critical argument of, as he describes, “human rights lawyers, liberal interest groups, and political activists,” on far-edged footing, he discounted any merits there may have been in the arguments. Yoo also recast Republican concerns over PATRIOT Act reauthorization in 2003 as “a serious threat to the civil liberties of terror suspects…” “Excessive worry about civil liberties prevents us
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from thinking more aggressively about electronic surveillance. The threat of an out-of-control executive seeking to harass its political enemies is not what looms before us. Legitimate political activities and speech by American citizens are not being suppressed,” Yoo calmly asserted in his book, War by Other Means. These discounts of outgroup messages highlight the point that people are more likely to view outgroup messages based on the messenger rather than the content of the message. If the message is not from an accepted ingroup source, ingroup members can easily discount the message.

Social groups that embrace the prevention narrative risk straining relationships with outgroup stakeholders. The allowance of this outward framing in response to stakeholder questions serves little more purpose than to drive distinctions between social groups and create more likelihood for conflict. The natural correlation is that these actions decrease the likelihood of cooperation and support among stakeholders. The evidence suggests that the executive branch too commonly put itself in a “bunker” mentality, driven by an embrace of the prevention narrative and its perceived sources, both internal and external to the group.

E. DAMAGE DONE AND TAKEAWAYS

The War Council’s embrace of the prevention narrative led to its isolation among other executive branch social groups and outside stakeholders like Congress, the courts, the media, and the public. Even if the Administration’s legal justifications were correct and upheld over time, the Bush Administration unnecessarily created significant risks for itself in implementing Stellarwind unilaterally. Both Michael Hayden and Jack Goldsmith assert that the administration could have limited its personal and institutional damage had it taken different avenues to achieve its goals. Based on this case study, the social identity
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analysis applied here, and the universality of how security officials can easily lean on the prevention narrative for similar reasons as those described in this thesis, it is likely that security and intelligence officials who embrace the prevention narrative and the effects of extreme discursive framing will continue to risk intelligence activities moving forward unless they take efforts to balance the equities of security and liberty.

This case study demonstrates that social groups who embrace the prevention narrative and ignore or mitigate liberty interests risk the dangers of unnecessary secrecy. In this case, the War Council created a bunker mentality for itself around the prevention narrative, which warped the ingroup framing. The results were often decisions or plans based on a narrow perspective of options, which ultimately placed the administration and executive agencies in a dangerous position of losing capabilities or authorities. This case study, through its social identity analysis, demonstrates how excessive secrecy leads to intergroup conflict, poor decision-making options, leaks, stakeholder pushback and lack of public support.

Referring to the words of Jack Goldsmith, the War Council likely felt the overriding considerations of security trumped any dissenting views; thus, security considerations drove a new narrative after 9/11. This resulted in the creation of a new, smaller ingroup of the decision-makers who thought along similar lines. As that group of decision-makers tightened ranks, the potential for effective dissent diminished, either by numbers or in value, as the ingroup shouted down any dissenting voice as a negative deviant, left to either conform or eventually mobilize into a different social group. The contentiousness of the relationship between the decision-making ingroup and outgroup members allowed the ingroup to discount the merits of the dissenter’s concerns. It quickly devolved into “they don’t see the big picture” or “they don’t understand the consequences of inaction here.” The narrow ingroup fed upon its own narrative, increasing the pressure to build upon the
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prevention narrative to the point that it incorporated tools and methods less important than the ingroup goals would originally suggest, as evidenced by the “one percent doctrine.”

The War Council’s hostile challenges to outgroups increased conflict between social groups. In this case, those challenges often involved excluding persons and groups who would normally be part of the interagency process for determining legal and policy matters. The conflict boiled over during the incident at the George Washington University Hospital. Social groups will always try to hold themselves in high esteem compared to other groups, and a failure to recognize other groups’ need for self-esteem will inevitably invite conflict. Conflict may be common at low levels, but the heightened levels of dynamic group conflict evidenced in the hospital scene demonstrate the extreme to which fervor for the various ingroup narratives grew. Even though the president resolved the issue quickly in the following days, the hospital incident echoed through the IC for years to come according to one attorney in 2007.418 The conflict stirred up by these negative honor challenges serve as an affront to the outgroups involved, prompting a need for those groups to respond more aggressively or become submissive.419 When controlling parties intentionally stifle the normal discussion process, the more likely response becomes a rarer outlet of more extreme actions. This may sometimes even include trying to effect social change through unusual methods when the subordinate group culture reaches an untenable stage. Leaks to the press are one such method.

Leaks of secret or classified information were perhaps the greatest threat to intelligence efficacy from this case. To a large extent, this threat may have been attributable to social conflict within the executive branch driven by the prevention narrative. The War Council’s efforts to centralize and consolidate power over legal and policy decisions had negative effects elsewhere in the executive branch. Other social groups within the executive branch likely viewed efforts by the Council to eliminate other viewpoints as a negative honor challenge against them, raising questions of their value or importance. Such efforts suggest the War Council considered these other groups irrelevant if they did not
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align themselves with their arguments. Certainly, the members of the War Council were group elites based on their range of knowledge and experience, as well as their held positions. Yet, this study shows that other social groups did not conform to the demands of those in power merely because they received orders, especially when those orders were in stark contrast to previously-held group norms. The failure of these other groups to conform suggests that the War Council isolated itself, in part through its advocacy of the prevention narrative. With greater isolation from subgroups it sought to influence came less influential leadership over those subgroups.

Both Michael Hayden and Jack Goldsmith assert that the Administration could have limited its personal and institutional damage (notably regarding leaks) had it taken different avenues to achieve its goals.420 “The main cause of leaks was…the perception within the government of illegitimate activity,” Goldsmith wrote.421 Most famously in recent memory, this could apply to Edward Snowden, who leaked classified NSA program information—some of which originally arose from Stellarwind—purportedly to change how the federal government viewed privacy. But Snowden was not the only leaker: NSA member Russell Tice and Department of Justice attorney Thomas Tamm were the first to leak information related to the Stellarwind program in 2005.422

According to the social identity perspective, group members might feel compelled to leak information when they believe they have no other legitimate way to influence groups norms. Government protector ingroup members generally consider leaking secret information to the media to be a violation of injunctive group norms. Injunctive norms are those that group members follow for fear of social retribution for noncompliance.423 IC professionals maintain the secrecy of government information for fear of official retribution, whether it be reprimand, loss of group respect, loss of access to information, criminal prosecution, or loss of their job. However, studies demonstrate that high identifiers
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are more likely to violate norms for what their group perceives as the greater good, particularly if they feel there are no other available options. In other words, it is possible that a leaker is willing to violate injunctive norms to better the organization in dire situations. This is often a reflection of the member’s individual worldview and may often be wrong, but nonetheless may be a direct consequence for stifling dissent through excessive secrecy.

Social groups that implicitly embrace the prevention narrative also harm intelligence efficacy in the long run because they foster uncertainty and instability within social groups, creating risk aversion. Those groups create confusion among intelligence personnel who hear the sometimes-contradictory edicts of doing everything they can while also staying within laws, rules, and procedures. This dichotomy sets intelligence professionals up for dangerous cycles of inefficiency. Inconsistent messaging and fears of trouble from external oversight groups can have a deleterious effect on professionals’ positive self-evaluation and certainty of performance, leading to an erosion of positive self-value. Director Hayden once described the stance of NSA professionals prior to 9/11 as similar to a baseball player standing at the plate with two strikes on the count. Past aggressive NSA programs like Shamrock and Minaret (from the Watergate era) led to a cautious and defensive NSA culture intent on not “striking out,” to play on Hayden’s sports metaphor. Many NSA officials themselves considered Minaret “disreputable if not outright illegal.” Minaret ensnared many Americans in watch lists, including Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and politicians such as Frank Church, whose Senate committee investigated IC abuses. When information about the programs went public and the
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hammer of stakeholder outrage dropped on the NSA, it caused ripples of risk aversion in the IC moving forward.431

In a similar vein, the 9/11 Commission found that the CIA was “institutionally averse to risk,” as part of a continuing cycle that evolved over the years following major civil liberties abuses and the subsequent backlash.432 This risk aversion in turn later led to questions when the organization failed to be aggressive and prevent future attacks. Likewise, NSA personnel were so reliant on a culture of compliance for fear that they appear to step out of line again.433 Edgar found that intelligence professionals inside the IC were deadly serious about compliance with rules and regulations.434 Yet, the dichotomy of “playing to the edge” creates conflict and confusion within the social group. It also leads to weaker efficacy moving forward should the tide of public opinion turn against new intelligence endeavors, increasing the odds of “striking out” in the future. Former ODNI attorney Timothy Edgar channels law professor Geoffrey Stone in asserting that the NSA has a deeply held commitment to the rule of law.435 It is important to put NSA employees, and other intelligence officials, in a position to be as effective as possible, which will often include enhancing the group’s value and stability. It is also important to understand, as NSA attorney John DeLong once advised, that privacy failures not only compromise civil liberties, but also endanger security through this cycle of risk aversion.436 For instance, in 2004, sources within the NSA told Eric Lichtblau of the New York Times that the possibility of a John Kerry presidency led them to suspect the end of the Stellarwind program and potential criminal prosecutions.437 This sort of instability is dangerous and untenable in a social group.
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Social groups face the threat of destabilization in times of uncertainty, and at times during the Bush Administration uncertainty reigned. From the beginning, this thesis placed significant emphasis on the threats of resignation from members of the Department of Justice in 2004; however, this thesis cannot understate the panic and fear that also swept over personnel in the NSA after Judge Vinson’s rejection of the FISA application in 2007. The NSA already had thousands of foreign targets at that point, and suddenly the agency found itself without legal authorization to move forward because it acted before cooperating with an external stakeholder. Alberto Gonzales lamented going to the FISC at all, but the reality is that the Bush Administration should have brought Stellarwind to the Congress and FISC from the beginning. Edgar notes that even intelligence professionals who supported the surveillance programs knew it would be political suicide to bring back that program without approval from the FISC. Even worse, the development of the prevention narrative within the executive branch had harmful repercussions on government officials. The stress that mounted from the singular focus of trying to prevent the possibly unpreventable also weighed heavily on those within the FBI. In an extreme case, the stress is believed to have led to a suicide. Panicked late-night phone calls were common in the years immediately following 9/11 for FBI and Department of Justice personnel such as David Kris, a former DOJ attorney, who often found himself being asked how to handle complicated, nuanced legal issues in the blink of an eye. More common than not, he found himself erring on the side of the prevention narrative.

The compliance process for Judge Vinson’s orders caused an immediate and significant drop in targeted persons under surveillance. “For the first time since 9/11,
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the NSA was going dark,” Edgar wrote.444 This directly led to the administration finally reaching out to Congress in search of legislative remedies, first under the Protect America Act in August 2007, and then six months later through the FISA Amendments Act. Edgar notes that there was never any real resistance from Congress to the executive’s engagement in transnational intelligence collection; the questions only applied to how the executive could reasonably do so.445 The subsequent legislative effort led to privacy protections and authorized increased access to information for the government. By working through the legislative process, the Bush Administration obtained greater capabilities and more overt support from Congress, who acts as both an overseer and as a peer stakeholder on issues of national security.

In the aftermath of the Snowden revelations, the executive also faced multiple threats from Congress that inhibited its efficacy in surveillance and intelligence collection. Those threats included the removal of bulk collection authorities pursuant to the USA Freedom Act, threats to sunset critical provisions of the PATRIOT Act, and even threats to temporarily lapse provisions during debates over reauthorization of authorities that would have been easier without shocking headlines framing narratives in Congress. Despite these issues, when the executive branch finally participated in the legislative process to legalize Stellarwind it obtained more authority than it originally sought from the Congress. Through the PATRIOT Act, the Authorization for the Use of Military Force,446 the Protect America Act, and the FISA Amendments Act, the Bush Administration greatly expanded its surveillance and intelligence authorities beyond its unilateral efforts under Stellarwind. Indeed, the legislative process also codified greater privacy protections and oversight, increased support among stakeholders through the buy-in of the public’s elected representatives, and instilled more effective intelligence collection.
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The support of those stakeholders—Congress, the courts, and the public—could have sharply changed how this story played out from the beginning. In his memoir, Michael Hayden highlighted the importance of collaborating with stakeholders, including engaging the public in a dialogue.\(^{447}\) He wrote forcefully for the need to engage as a society on the terms of what actions the citizenry will accept from its intelligence professionals.\(^{448}\) He has publicly said that the people of the United States plan for the IC “to use every inch we’re given to protect her fellow citizens.”\(^{449}\) The question in response to that assertion is what space are intelligence professionals actually given? How much authority do they have? Authority does not necessarily correlate to a lack of restrictions, for often elected officials and the public do not contemplate intelligence efforts heretofore not previously attempted. Yet, officials driven by the prevention narrative become dismissive of outgroup concerns or critiques, justifying outgroup mitigation to cling to their narrative. Therefore, Hayden notes the need to engage in a civic discussion—perhaps without delving into details that could harm efficacy—of the general parameters acceptable for intelligence efforts.\(^{450}\) In theory, this would include a political dialogue within the Congress; in this case, administration officials intentionally evaded that dialogue through restricting the ingroup and, to paraphrase NSA General Counsel Robert Deitz, “drinking the bath water.”\(^{451}\) While the White House brought in some congressional officials in the early days of the program, the Bush Administration did not inform the full House and Senate committees charged with intelligence oversight prior to the \textit{New York Times}’ publication of Stellarwind’s existence.

Instead, David Addington viewed seeking congressional approval for counterterrorism policies as relinquishing the president’s authorities.\(^{452}\) Addington refused to view Congress as a stakeholder or as holding any sort of legitimate oversight role. He
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pushed the War Council into an intentionally antagonistic role based on decades of qualms. Addington attacked and antagonized those he deemed as irrelevant social outgroups. Addington questioned how Congress might try to restrict presidential authorities and counterterrorism policies.453 Jack Goldsmith viewed Addington’s view of power “as the absence of constraint,” and that he likely never believed that working with the Congress could actually enhance the executive’s authorities.454 Conversely, Goldsmith calls for leaders to understand “the importance of consultation and consent, even during a crisis.”455 He argues that spreading consent diffuses accountability to more actors.456 This directly mitigates risk as it can serve as a means of reframing the narrative back to the value of the collective government protectors, to include Congress, as representatives of the people. By acting in a solitary fashion, the administration and executive agencies took the brunt of criticism upon public disclosure of the programs when it could have shared responsibility through cooperation with other stakeholders like Congress. Additionally, engaging Congress at an earlier date could have opened a dialogue about appropriate authorities and responsibilities. Here, the administration only went to Congress for help when the deflating “constraints” of the FISC hindered its efforts; in turn, the administration only went to the FISC to prevent mass internal resignations. In the end, Congress gave the administration what it wanted and what it believed it needed in the name of national security. Only the suggestion of abuses within the executive led to Congressional threats of losing capabilities; otherwise, Congress has been a more-than-willing partner in the national security arena.

Despite Congress’ willingness to cooperate, the War Council’s focus on increasing executive power also increased the odds of conflicting with Congress and the courts. The War Council inflicted negative honor challenges upon Congress and the courts by asserting its unilateral authority to engage in the discussed surveillance activities, dismissing their positions as stakeholders in this arena. The administration made a legal argument to this
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end, but this case study demonstrates that is far from a foregone conclusion. In a famous Supreme Court case that discussed presidential authorities, *Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer*, Justice Jackson authored a heavily-cited concurrence outlining his views on the various levels of power held by the executive in engaging defensive constitutional authorities. Justice Jackson argued that the presidency can exert its strongest constitutional authority when acting in concurrence with congressional and judicial authorities. Conversely, the executive is at its lowest ebb of power when it acts in contravention to the authorities of the Congress and the courts. Justice Jackson’s argument is as prescient for the courtroom as it is the political and practical considerations of social influence.

Regarding working with Congress, both John Yoo and Michael Hayden lament that the Bush Administration did not do more to garner legislative support to bolster the foundations of public support for intelligence programs. Yoo recommends reaching out further to Congress in the future, drawing an analogy to the process in place for keeping Congress apprised of covert actions. He also recommends more expansive briefings to leaders on the Hill regarding the surveillance programs. In the end, Yoo recognizes the need for greater transparency, providing suggestions for how the executive could engage the NSA surveillance programs more adeptly. He also offers that an interagency dialogue could enhance the public trust over the program’s accountability. Yoo suggests that President Bush already created an early model of that decision-making process, but this case study has demonstrated the constricted nature of such efforts. Hayden also notes the tactical error in keeping the Congressional notifications so narrow, suggesting that it
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was a major flaw that led to a loss in support for the programs, both in Congress and in the public at large. At first, very few members of Congress were read into the Stellarwind program, and those who had access could not include staffers or record notes on the subject. Hayden also recognized the difficult position of the few members of Congress who were notified of the programs; the executive never sought their approval, but merely intended to notify them that the executive was engaged in certain activities. Hayden later noted that the executive should have briefed the House and Senate Intelligence committees in their entirety, and even some of their staffers. Beyond the mere notion of briefings on surveillance programs, however, is the tangential idea that the social groups should intend on working together to further policy. In this case that might have meant working with Congress from the beginning to strengthen the foundational authorities for future actions.

Indeed, the Bush Administration also found conflict with the courts. An institutional harm that Jack Goldsmith referenced because of the White House’s aggressive actions was the courts’ increased involvement in national security. In prior eras, the courts more commonly demurred on most of the litigation encroaching on foreign affairs or national security law as matters for the executive and Congress to handle. That sharply changed during the Bush Administration through a number of Supreme Court decisions, often notably regarding detention policies. Yet, the precedent for increased involvement is changing, and a growing number of courts have openly questioned executive national security policy decisions, including on issues of surveillance. Goldsmith argues that, as
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a result of these changing precedents, the executive acutely lost power to the courts.\textsuperscript{472} Similar dangers lurk for other federal, state, and local intelligence leaders; unnecessarily aggressive or controversial initiatives risk increased judicial involvement.

This discussion is ultimately about the threats to intelligence efficacy, which leaders leave vulnerable when they do not adequately take into consideration the reasonable questions of law and citizen privacy interests. As Hayden notes, the government in a liberal, transparent democracy must have the consent of the governed to be truly effective.\textsuperscript{473} The relevance of each of the stakeholder groups referenced so far—federal agency subgroups, the courts, and Congress—lead back to the most important stakeholder of all: the American people. Like many attorneys and officials who have worked in the IC in recent years, Timothy Edgar believes that the public would be much more comfortable with what the government does in the name of national security if they better understood the internally-created privacy protections and restrictions.\textsuperscript{474} As it stands now, in the wake of numerous disclosures about secret government surveillance efforts, the public is uneasy about what the government does in its name. Public polling in recent years shows that significant swaths of the American citizenry assume the government surveils citizens, often without justification, and that roughly half of the country disapproves of the government’s use of mass surveillance techniques.\textsuperscript{475} The likelihood of universal acceptance of government activities is low, but government actors could do significantly more to produce greater support from the public at large. Yet, to the ingroup of government intelligence officials, the public constitutes another outgroup. Revelations like the Snowden leaks highlight the saliency of that divide, causing more opportunities for conflict. As the social group acting on the other group’s behalf, it is incumbent on intelligence officials to seek
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cooperation from the public as stakeholders and not simply dismiss their concerns as irrelevant. Such dismissive behaviors only fan the flames of conflict.

Timothy Edgar believes that NSA surveillance efforts are generally critical for national security, but they face a tough road in balancing their necessary efforts with the guiding forces in a transparent, liberal society.476 He argues that any increased efforts in transparency in recent years would not have happened at all without Snowden.477 Yet, it is important to note that Snowden compromised a variety of programs against adversaries and committed significant operational damage to the NSA’s surveillance efficacy.478 Michael Hayden actually refers to Edward Snowden as “a gift,” at least in one respect: Hayden argues that Snowden served as a “canary in a coal mine,” in that he is the “visible effect (not the cause) of a broad cultural shift that is redefining legitimate secrecy, necessary transparency, and what constitutes the consent of the governed.”479 In other words, Snowden serves to demonstrate that a true understanding of “playing to the edge” requires a broader understanding of societal concerns about intelligence collection and consent. Even before the Snowden leaks, Hayden pondered whether intelligence agencies could continue in a post-Cold War world that demanded more transparency and accountability of its intelligence professionals.480 Hayden sees the citizenry balking against a long-held reliance on trust in doing what is best for the country.481 Hayden even believes that a reliance on working with standard oversight bodies may be insufficient today.482 He calls for intelligence professionals to reach out to the public and strengthen the ties between them, all while still keeping a healthy respect for the level of secrecy required by intelligence collection and operational security.483
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This case demonstrates the difficulties of blending secretive intelligence efforts with increasing demands for public transparency. Abraham Lincoln once said that “public sentiment is everything. With public sentiment, nothing can fail; without it, nothing can succeed.” The controversies surrounding the post-9/11 surveillance programs evolved Director Hayden’s thoughts on how intelligence organizations should move forward in a nation demanding more accountability and transparency from its officials. Echoing the words of former national security adviser Stephen Hadley and Michael Leiter, who formerly served as the head of the National Counterterrorism Center, Hayden calls for “translucence” with the public, allowing them to generally understand the parameters of what actions the IC takes in the name of the American public. This could still protect operational security and secrecy enough to ensure efficacy and success. For all of Hayden’s experience on the growing difficulties facing intelligence officials, he perhaps summarizes the importance of his “before” and “after” most succinctly in a description of Venn diagrams. At one point, Hayden would have aimed for intelligence efforts to find the center within the concentric circles of what was legal, what was effective, and what was relevant to the effort. Now, he says intelligence leaders should also consider what is “politically sustainable.” To be clear, that does not mean what may be “politically correct,” but it instead means intelligence efforts should work from a foothold of popular support—from stakeholders, from oversight bodies, and from the public writ large. Only then can intelligence agencies succeed in the long run.

Secrecy has its import and value, particularly in the realm of intelligence. Yet, intelligence officials consistently find in modern times that the public expects more transparency. The Bush Administration—whether from ignorance of the dynamics of the group conflicts they accelerated, a blindness of the controversial nature of their
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opinions, or through the elimination of any balancing rigors in their process—set itself up for failure in this regard. From the outskirts of the War Council, Director Hayden told Congressional leaders in a 2002 hearing before a joint Senate and House panel that, “[w]hat I really need you to do is to talk to your constituents and find out where the American people want that line between security and liberty to be.” To Hayden, the ramifications are startling. Wedging the IC into its own ingroup and shouting down the larger group of the American public will only lead to negative consequences. “If we continue this debate with one side muted, the outcome will not be in doubt: intelligence will be mismanaged or misdirected or crippled, and in the end neither liberty nor security will be served.” John Yoo similarly criticized the Bush Administration for its lack of public discussion or attempts to build public trust and support for their efforts in many counterterrorism policies, allowing them to instead be painted as malicious. Yoo argued that the administration hid from media reports and public concerns rather than addressing them head on. The “operational cost” of leakers and institutional harms from outgroup challengers are more significant than intelligence officials tend to consider, and the secretive culture of security at all costs leads to more operational security threats than leaders recognize. Running down the continued path of not recognizing these harms will hamper both operational success and public legitimacy.

It is critical for the modern “Terror Presidency,” according to Jack Goldsmith, to keep the public’s trust while they fight for public safety. It is also critical for an administration to persuade its agency members to adapt to new group norms, something else in which the Bush Administration failed. Today, the Snowden leaks (and others) harm operational capabilities, as the amount of terrorist communications lost to the federal
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government via encryption continues to rise; while leaks may be a direct result of excessive secrecy, the “going dark” phenomenon is also a related (though indirect) consequence.494

Ethical and thoughtful leadership is imperative for intelligence officials moving forward. While a culture of compliance already exists in federal agencies, leadership must also take into consideration the moral, ethical, societal and political ramifications of intelligence efforts today. The evidence provided in this case study demonstrates that the Bush Administration focused excessively on the prevention narrative fostered by critical social groups, thereby belittling these ramifications as trite. The critical ingroup (the War Council) failed to see the greater picture of how their intelligence efforts needed to generate public support rather than contentiousness. When officials within the War Council began to learn that their efforts brought divided reactions, they clung to their discursive framing, asserting that they were doing what was necessary to protect the country. Perhaps they were, but those officials failed to effectively persuade a large percentage of the population. Members of the War Council even failed to generate effective discourse within the executive branch itself. They failed to effectively address potential concerns from executive branch members who ultimately became leakers and disrupters. Michael Hayden famously said he would play to the edge of what was permissible. Jack Goldsmith’s response is that “even blurry chalk lines delineate areas that are clearly out of bounds.”495 Moreover, without a reasoned and balanced perspective on where the chalk lines begin in society, intelligence officials cannot appropriately determine what is truly in bounds.
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IV. NAVIGATING TROUBLED WATERS THROUGH EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Chapters II and III laid out many of the dangers lurking for intelligence officials who choose to embrace the prevention narrative within their social groups and belittle the importance of balancing security and liberty interests, including privacy rights and rule of law concerns. The decision-making process that created the post-9/11 NSA surveillance programs (namely, Stellarwind) provides fodder for many of the potential pitfalls awaiting intelligence officials who ignore these fundamental considerations. These pitfalls include severe institutional harms, loss of public trust, and damaged relationships with critical stakeholders, including their community citizenry, advocacy groups, the media, and groups like legislators who have overlapping responsibilities. As seen in Chapters II and III, those institutional harms may come in the form of weakened workforce morale, threats to institutional efficacy through information leaks, increased assertions of power from other stakeholders like the judiciary, and threatened loss of institutional power through the legislative process. If the Bush Administration worked through the regular legislative process from the beginning of its efforts to overhaul its intelligence capabilities after 9/11, it could have likely obtained all the same authorities seized unilaterally without many of the dangerous harms it created for itself. Instead, the administration suffered threats or actual harms from all the above-noted risks. This chapter begins by analyzing the failures of key Bush Administration officials in not using effective leadership to create change and discusses the ramifications and parallels for all intelligence enterprises. Moving forward, this chapter also discusses the importance of leadership in proactively steering organizations away from such deleterious harms.

For most intelligence organizations, abuse of authorities or capabilities lead to diminished resources or power. However, effective and responsible leadership can mitigate or repair many of the internal harms, like damage to workplace morale.496 Regarding
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external threats, the executive branch of the federal government, and particularly the IC, is too big to fail. Congress is not likely to eliminate the IC’s functions related to national security, nor is Congress likely to eliminate the IC’s most important tools in the counterterrorism fight. In this way, the Bush Administration was fortunate. Yet, history demonstrates that executive agencies are not immune to abuses, as the Church Committee revelations exhibit. After that incident, executive agencies found themselves saddled with significant restrictions and oversight, to the point today where several congressional committees oversee IC agencies and legal restrictions significantly limit authorities. As demonstrated in the FISA overview in Chapter II, fallout from civil liberties or rule of law abuses can also lead to significant bureaucratic oversight that was once not a consideration.

Of course, the seventeen agencies that comprise the federal IC are not the only entities involved in intelligence within the United States. State and local law enforcement and homeland security entities increasingly became involved in intelligence collection after September 11, 2001, and with good cause. As the 9/11 Commission Report notes, a major flaw in the federal intelligence effort prior to 9/11 was the lack of information-sharing and resources devoted to intelligence collection. State and local intelligence enterprises, if used effectively, can serve to fill in those gaps inherent in a porous United States federal intelligence system. However, few (if any) of those state and local intelligence entities’ host agencies created their intelligence enterprises with a sole or primary purpose of counterterrorism or domestic security. Most of the intelligence enterprises in effect today arose from intelligence-led policing efforts from state and local law enforcement agencies. These intelligence enterprises are not too big to fail; under the


right circumstances, any of these agencies could shutter their intelligence enterprises or restrict capabilities so harshly as to render them wholly ineffective. Such agencies may restructure the intelligence effort after perceived abuses, but they will always be involved in criminal investigations. Yet, deleterious effects of the unitary executive model of the presidency, as espoused in this case study by Vice President Cheney and his counsel David Addington, still led to significant harms to the office of the president and the executive agencies that serve the president. Those harms included the loss of judicial deference on matters of national security and increased scrutiny by other stakeholders, including Congress and the media. All of these harms contributed to perhaps the most damaging harm of all: the loss of public trust.

While their components and resources may be different, state and local intelligence enterprises can suffer the same problems outlined in the prior chapters. Primarily comprised of law enforcement agencies, these state and local organizations inherently see themselves as “government protectors” just like the FBI or the NSA, perhaps only different in their mission scope and area of responsibility. These organizations are also susceptible to succumbing to the extremes of the prevention narrative. Even larger state and local intelligence enterprises risk significant costs for observed abuses. The City of New York recently paid out an undisclosed (though surely substantial) cost to settle two high-profile cases regarding the New York City Police Department’s dragnet surveillance of its city’s Muslim population.500 Like the case study outlined in Chapters II and III, the NYPD case stemmed from an understandable sentiment after 9/11 that the agency and the city could not tolerate another terrorist event. In its effort to better understand the failures that allowed the 9/11 attacks in New York, the NYPD concluded that the radicalization process is murky, inconsistent, and difficult to trace;501 thus, the NYPD engaged in a concerted effort to monitor as much as it could of the city’s Muslim population in the hopes of catching and
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The NYPD embraced the prevention narrative so strongly that monitoring based solely on constitutionally-protected characteristics or activities became regular order. Once the program leaked, the NYPD found itself in a firestorm of community outrage, media scrutiny, and litigation. The end results of the litigation forced greater external oversight and financial burdens onto the NYPD. To justify these encumbrances, the NYPD initiated zero official investigations from their Muslim surveillance intelligence efforts before shutting down the program. This example, along with the case study, demonstrates that the dangers of allowing imbalances in liberty and security can lead to significant institutional harms for intelligence officials at any level of government. All these dangers demonstrate the importance for intelligence enterprise leaders to understand the need to ensure a balance of security and liberty considerations within intelligence organizations. When government actors engage in actions that trigger a loss of stakeholder support, they open themselves up to debilitating harms.

Yet, incumbent in this exercise is the understanding that serious, sometimes aggressive intelligence efforts may be necessary to accomplish effective policing and/or prevention. So, with that realization, this study accepts the value and importance of intelligence efforts generally. Just as this case study demonstrates the dangers of embracing the prevention narrative and engaging in overzealous intelligence efforts to the result of significant harms, leaders should also not heed this examination as justification to become unnecessarily cautious, like some in the IC did after prior abuses. The difficulty for intelligence leaders is to maintain the proper balance of considering security and liberty interests to ensure the greatest level of efficacy and stakeholder support possible given whatever circumstances may present themselves. The navigation of such troubled waters
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is difficult because that water is often murky; leaders are unable to predict the future and know what their actions might bring. This applies equally for both the efficacy of preventive measures and for potential stakeholder responses. Leaders cannot insulate themselves from the unknown, but through the recommendations outlined in this chapter and the next, they may better prepare themselves to tackle the unknown and better understand where the edge of appropriateness lies.

This project’s analysis through the social identity perspective also highlights the limitations of efficacy in perceptually external oversight. James Madison once highlighted the importance of government oversight, including checks and balances:

If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place, oblige it to control itself.\textsuperscript{506}

Madison’s words speak to checks and balances on government generally but can easily apply to any activity of government therein. This includes the collection of intelligence, even if executive government intelligence efforts were largely unregulated until the middle of the twentieth century. Indeed, if government entities were able to consistently demonstrate the ability to police themselves, external oversight would not be necessary. This Madisonian quotation is especially pertinent, not only for its message, but also because of its messenger. James Madison and his brethren national founders steeped themselves in the study of Enlightenment thinking. Those studies greatly contribute to the principles inherent in the founding documents of the United States, and the nation’s early literary guidance like the Federalist and Anti-Federalist Papers. Just as Enlightenment principles greatly contributed to this nation’s founding principles, they also contribute to the practice of intelligence, which bases its methodological process and findings on hypotheses, research, and objective analysis.\textsuperscript{507} Yet, this project demonstrates the
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limitations of external oversight even in robust systems. The case study demonstrates how actors can easily thwart external overseers by simply refusing them access to information. Moreover, the social identity perspective upon which this paper relies highlights the potential weakness of outgroup external oversight bodies and how easily conflict can arise between social groups, such as when executive agency groups tried to review or challenge Stellarwind. External oversight alone may be insufficient to prepare intelligence enterprises for operating in transparent societies; instead, intelligence leaders should consider internal cultural mechanisms to better balance security and liberty concerns.

The following chapters note several relevant considerations for intelligence leaders, pulling from the case study discussed in Chapters II and III. These recommendations are not one-size-fits-all, and are merely meant to start a dialogue on new potential methods for providing better internal oversight through influencing cultural norms. The intention is not to eliminate the need for external oversight mechanisms such as legislative committees, media watchdogs, inspectors general or general counsels; instead, what follows can effectively supplement their work by placing greater responsibility upon the intelligence culture itself to support a reasonable balance between security and liberty instead of the extremes of the prevention narrative. The chapters that follow provide guidance to intelligence leaders on how to influence the security culture within intelligence enterprises through effective leadership, and on how to better consider and prepare for potential concerns from external stakeholders over what constitutes the appropriate actions of intelligence officials in a transparent, liberal democracy. From there, the discussion extends to how intelligence enterprises should work with those external stakeholders to enhance support and cooperation, ensuring a more solid foundation for intelligence efforts.

A. THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP IN INFLUENCING THE INGROUP CULTURE

This exercise of organizational culture change begins with leadership. Leadership does not necessarily mean those in hierarchical positions of power, but rather here it means those best suited to influence the norms of an organization’s social groups because they most fully represent a group’s ideals. Preferably, that would include an organization’s policymakers; yet leaders must be sufficiently self-aware and observant to understand the
social dynamics within their organization. In doing so, they can understand whether they are the best direct sources of attempting influential change, whether they should rely on recruiting others as proxies for influential change, and to whom should they look for recruitment. For leaders who hope to better balance security and liberty concerns to avoid the previously-discussed pitfalls, three goals should take precedence: (1) leaders should start small in their efforts; (2) leaders should be aware of the social dynamics as they exist and be willing to adapt proportionally; and (3) leaders should seek to enhance transparency through effective communication within their workforce.508

According to the social identity perspective, prototypical leaders need to do more than just embody the group prototype; the prototypical leader must also use the power conveyed through their social placement to influence the group.509 This project’s case study provides effective examples of some leaders who harnessed these measures to influence ingroup culture, and exposes others who did not. David Addington, as a leader in the prototype position of the War Council, effectively influenced the ingroup culture of that narrow subgroup. Yet, even though this narrow social group possessed the capability to control critical decisions, it was not the only relevant social group. The case study demonstrates the importance of the organization as a whole—and not just the narrower subgroup of policymakers—for establishing organizational influence. Addington severely hindered his own ability (and that of the War Council) to effectively influence group norms for the broader group of government protectors within the executive branch due to his negative barrages on those who questioned his intentions or conclusions. His techniques included shouting down reasonable dissenters, eliminating such people from involvement in future decisions, and punishing those who did not fall in line. These negative actions will not win useful influence from a broader audience uncertain of an individual’s justifications for action. Addington’s actions presupposed prototypicality and ingroup influence, yet he struggled with those who do not already consider themselves to be part of the narrow ingroup of the War Council.

Leaders who embody the group prototype have the most influence over the group’s vision of the prototype, though the group must still accept the leader’s interpretation.\textsuperscript{510} In that way, leaders have a disproportionate capability to influence the vision of an ingroup prototype.\textsuperscript{511} However, that capability is not absolute. Leaders can influence an ingroup’s vision through communicative tools, including highlighting ingroup norms or downplaying negative deviants.\textsuperscript{512} Addington, or by proxy President Bush or Vice President Cheney, used these techniques to influence the actions of the War Council members who readily subscribed to the ingroup ideology. These members could be considered “high identifiers,” or those organizational members who strongly attach their social identity to organizational values; however, any ingroup broader than the narrow subset of the War Council found Addington’s influence of social dynamics lacking.

Social groups favor stability and certainty. New initiatives are often the most difficult for leaders to undertake with their group members while maintaining group certainty; new initiatives naturally bring about the unfamiliar.\textsuperscript{513} In contrast to Addington’s gruff orders, NSA Director Michael Hayden engaged in attempts to garner organizational support through means of communication and transparency with an awareness of the difficulties inherent in new initiatives. Hayden’s efforts are clear examples of attempts at coalition building and transparent communication. After key decision makers at the NSA devised the origins of the Stellarwind program and President Bush approved the program, Hayden took efforts to ensure the members of his agency would support the mission. He recognized the significant culture of compliance his members followed, and he knew that many of them would see the newly-designed mission of Stellarwind as violating rule-of-law cultural norms within the organization since it deviated from the agency’s regular norms of surveillance within the United States. When he first suggested the program to President Bush, Vice President Cheney, and Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet, Hayden explained this new initiative would require new
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legal authorities. Upon gaining support from his superiors and learning that the president would rely solely on his Article II authorities, Hayden knew this could cause concerns within his organization. He also wanted to ensure that his ingroup legal counsel believed the president’s justification to be sufficient. Hayden sought NSA General Counsel Robert Deitz’s support prior to acting and though Deitz may not still agree with his decision, he approved the legal justification at the time.514 Once Deitz was on board, Hayden spoke to his key leadership members in a public address so they could hear directly from him about exactly what he expected the agency to do, and where he drew the line.515 Hayden made sure that his senior team and legal counsel supported his choices, and that the agency’s membership saw those senior personnel standing in support.516 There were still substantial concerns among NSA personnel about acting in contradiction to FISA-based intelligence norms; yet, Hayden’s methods surely positioned his group to be better prepared for what was to come.517

These examples highlight the need for intelligence leaders to be aware of relevant group dynamics and to communicate effectively to gain ingroup support. Once an organizational leader chooses to balance the equities of security and liberty within an organization, the leader should immediately begin considering how to implement his or her intentions, starting with how he or she intends to influence ingroup members via communication. The use of communication skills is critical for leaders to effectively influence cultural norms. This can even be as simple as considering how a leader speaks. Leaders commonly use several forms of speech to draw group members back to the framings of familiar ideas, including the use of quotations or paraphrasing.518 Bakhtin calls these tools “speech centers.”519 This method allows leaders to tie new concepts back to
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familiar territory, thus increasing the likelihood of effective processing by ingroup members.520

There are also different forms of verbal communication between leadership and group members. Farmer, Slater, and Wright discussed and tested the value of flattening the “communications hierarchy” to achieve greater ingroup support.521 Communications between leadership and subordinates necessarily requires some sort of hierarchical nature to push down a message en masse, otherwise an organizational leader would never escape an endless cycle of one-on-one or small group conversations to communicate with an entire agency. When an organizational chief decides to push a new vision, there will inherently be some form of one-way communication model to inform the entire organization or subgroup of the initial plan.522 Yet, Farmer, Slater, and Wright’s study demonstrates that significant two-way dialogues must also occur to garner sufficient understanding of the leadership’s vision and support from the organizational mass.523 The “press agency” or “public information” model of one-way communication via an agency-wide email or group presentation is only the start of a greater dialogue.524

From there, leaders should be prepared to transition to two-way dialogue methods wherein they seek input from ingroup organizational members to understand how their initial plans fit (or do not fit) with ingroup norms and values.525 Leaders seeking to influence relationships with subgroups must recognize the relevant subgroups’ perspectives.526 Only then can they appeal to mutual interests in attempting to align their
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goals.527 Fitting action with rhetoric, leaders should also be prepared to alter their plans to most effectively fit their group; in other words, transparency is critical and listening sessions cannot be perfunctory matters. Rhetoric and action are both important for leaders.528 Ultimately, evolving the leadership-to-ingroup member discussion to a two-way symmetrical dialogue where ingroup members feel free to set titles aside and freely discuss ideas leads to the strongest percentages of ingroup vision acceptance.529 Leaders should champion a collaborative relationship to garner the greatest possible ingroup support.530 Additionally, actions must bolster rhetoric.531 If a leader suggests that he or she wants to hear from ingroup members, that leader cannot simply dismiss feedback with which the leader disagrees without some level of transparency in providing justifications.

These principles outline how leaders can communicate to garner ingroup buy-in for new ideas, but they omit guidance as to whom and how many members leaders can aim to influence at any given time. Leaders serve as boundary-spanners, meaning they serve as ambassadors of their ingroups to other groups.532 Within an organization, that may mean an agency chief serves as an ambassador of the organizational policymaking ingroup to every other subgroup of the organization, wherein the chief uses her position to communicate the values of the policymaking ingroup to analysts, officers, oversight personnel, and even technical staff. However, leaders should avoid the common mistake of trying to be too much to too many people, particularly when trying to institute significant organizational change.533 The social identity perspective suggests that ingroup members
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531 Hogg, Van Knippenberg, and Rast, 241–42.
533 “If a group becomes less cohesive, more diverse, and less consensual about its prototype, it is less likely that followers will endorse the same person as the leader” (Hogg, “A Social Identity Theory of Leadership,” 194).
should perceive leaders as ingroup prototypes to gain the group’s consent to lead.\textsuperscript{534} Otherwise, as also seen in the case study through the president and vice president’s use of coercive positional power, the use of positional power limits efficacy to the extent that extrinsic motivations can truly drive adoption.\textsuperscript{535}

To the contrary, a prototypical leader can affect members’ intrinsic motivations, and leaders are more likely to garner support and compliance from other ingroup members because of the social attraction hypothesis.\textsuperscript{536} The social attraction hypothesis provides that prototypical leaders have an easier time persuading fellow ingroup members; studies demonstrate that people agree more with people they like.\textsuperscript{537} People tend to like a prototype more because the prototype represents an ideal within the ingroup.\textsuperscript{538} Social attraction hypothesis also argues that strong prototypical leaders typically demonstrate a preference to ingroup members and consistent fairness within the ingroup, meaning that ingroup members show preference for prototypical leaders that they view as being “on their side,” or favorable to them rather than to other groups.\textsuperscript{539} Should a leader maintain consistency with the prototype ideal over time, the leader will continue to gain clout with the ingroup.\textsuperscript{540} Leaders should recognize this and use their capabilities of influence to keep the prototype ideal in a beneficial place for the leader.

These preceding principles are simple to articulate, but sometimes arduous to develop. The process of developing sufficient trust among ingroup members can be slow and takes place over time.\textsuperscript{541} As such, leaders should take heed of advice from Eric Ries
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and be sure to start small rather than diving into grandiose, radical changes immediately. The “build, measure, learn” process of adaptive organizations and lean design fits well within the constructs of the social identity perspective described here. The lean management philosophy, which may be more familiar than social psychology to many in managerial positions, also speaks to the need for adaptive learning by policymakers to ensure their vision effectively fits the needs of their organization.

Leadership is critical for influencing organizational norms, but leadership takes place within the context of social dynamics. There are generally two types of organizations: ideographic and holographic organizations. The holographic model exists when an organization’s members associate their group values with an entire organization collectively, while the ideographic model exists when group members identify primarily with their subgroup. Most organizations lean toward the ideographic model. The social identity of the closer subgroup pulls at members more strongly than the vaguer superordinate group. This means that intelligence enterprise members may still associate their identity and values with those of the superordinate intelligence enterprise, but are likely to associate more closely with a subgroup (such as a regional office or individual department) should any tension or conflict arise between subgroups. To the issue of leadership, this raises the question of how effective an organizational chief (or any other subgroup leader) can be in influencing a diverse organization of subgroups on his own. This issue is also relevant to the efficacy of a small group of policymakers (like the War Council) in spreading cultural norms across a diverse organization. Groups strive
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for a cohesive and consistent vision of the prototype, which means that they also strive for a cohesive and consistent vision of the ingroup itself; in shaping that vision, leaders must be cognizant to not stretch the vision (or the ingroup) so far as to lose its distinctiveness.\footnote{Hogg, “A Social Identity Theory of Leadership,” 194.}

The more diverse an ingroup becomes, the more likely the ingroup will disintegrate, or at the minimum, erupt with uncertainty.\footnote{Hogg, 194.} In other words, leaders have difficulty effectively influencing members of subgroups to which they do not belong. The moment that the subgroup becomes more salient than the superordinate, the external policymaker is under threat to appear as a foreign entity to the subgroup unless there is a connection that makes the ingroup believe the policymaker is “one of their own.”

This leads to the question of how leaders can change organizational values while still maintaining effective influential leadership and recognizing issues related to intergroup relationships. For the purposes of this project, this question asks how a leader of an intelligence organization can influence group culture so that the group balances liberty considerations with security; yet, the question can also apply to organizational change more generally. The social identity perspective recognizes the difficulties in effectively projecting leadership beyond one’s own ingroup, even if that leader is reaching out to other subgroups still within the same organization. The literature on the social identity perspective suggests several principles to consider initiating this organizational change. Much of that literature focuses on concepts such as cross-categorization, superordinate identities, and social creativity to achieve those ends.

One theory on how to bring disparate groups together is cross-categorization, which is the process of reframing respective ingroup narratives to emphasize an overlapping group identity.\footnote{See Lucy Johnston and Miles Hewstone, “Intergroup Contact: Social Identity and Social Cognition,” in Social Identity Theory: Constructive and Critical Advances, ed. Dominic Abrams and Michael A. Hogg (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1990), 192–94.} Cross-categorization theory argues that the reframed narratives will cause the relevant group saliency to expand beyond previous group lines.\footnote{See Johnston and Hewstone, 192–94.} For this to
work, the salient characteristics of the cross-categorized group must be as or more salient than the particular subgroups.\textsuperscript{554} Unfortunately for this exercise, Brown and Turner demonstrated some time ago that cross-categorization towards a superordinate identity can have mixed results.\textsuperscript{555}

Related to cross-categorization, the theory of the superordinate identity speaks to that overlapping group identity or overarching value system that connects multiple subgroups together. For organizations, the concept primarily focuses on highlighting the organization’s value system over the potentially conflicting or competing values and norms of its subgroups. One of the dangers of attempting superordinate identities is in the risk of leaders losing their base by trying to reach out too much to a given outgroup.\textsuperscript{556} In doing so, leaders risk their ingroup members no longer seeing them as “one of us,” but rather “one of them.”\textsuperscript{557} This risks ingroup members viewing their prototypical leader as being less fair or just to their own members, which can significantly damage prototypicality. Moreover, superordinate narratives can risk ingroup distinctiveness.\textsuperscript{558} Even if superordinate identities worked in the short term, they can easily fray in times of conflict.\textsuperscript{559} For an ingroup and superordinate group to align, each group’s values should go toward a superordinate alignment of narratives between groups.\textsuperscript{560}

Organizational leaders should find ways to align the values of subgroups (particularly the subgroup of policymakers from which policy decisions may arise) with the organization’s various other groups in the superordinate organization, while still
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seeking a way to highlight the saliency of both groups. 561 However, while highlighting saliency is necessary to make an association relevant, it can create conflict and competition. Group associations are most effective at influencing norms and values when that associational relationship is salient in the minds of the organization’s members. Organizations can be highly salient for group identification purposes. Many studies demonstrate that people can find high value in associating with an organization, like an employer. 562 Yet, high saliency in times of threat or uncertainty generally leads to more group-focused motivations, increasing the odds of intergroup conflict. 563

Superordinate identities may also struggle when hierarchically distinct groups are involved. 564 Efforts to influence narratives by leaders from higher or more powerful groups may appear to lower group members to be an attempt by the dominant group to impose their will on the lesser. 565 It would be ideal for disparate groups to hold positive views but still recognize their mutual distinctions of superiority. 566 Social creativity can play a role in such an effort in the way leaders attempt to craft narratives. As seen in the case study through the actions and/or rhetoric of President Bush, Vice President Cheney, or David Addington, this analysis again demonstrates that leaders trying to push down changes to cultural norms from the top of an organization are unlikely to be effective unless each of the subgroups across the organization accepts these changes as already fitting in with their preexisting values systems.

While traditional methods in the social identity perspective may highlight the apparent gaps for seeking effective cooperation rather than competition among organizational subgroups, the Intergroup Relational Identity (IRI) theory conceived by
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Hogg, Van Knippenberg, and Rast offers a valuable tool for recognizing (and appreciating) distinctions between subgroups in an organization, while still understanding the value in a superordinate identity based on symbiotic relationships between groups. IRI is still a largely conceptual theory that may provide an effective avenue for organizational influence.\textsuperscript{567} Hogg et al. suggest that leaders cannot try to gloss over intergroup biases, but rather should try to acknowledge them and account for their potential.\textsuperscript{568} IRI hinges upon a leader’s ability to serve as an entrepreneur of identity, wherein a leader helps establish group identities within respective subgroups and incorporate the nature of the relationships between groups as a defining characteristic.\textsuperscript{569} They argue that effective intergroup leadership requires changing the narrative to heighten intergroup cooperation rather than competition, and they offer a unique method to do so.\textsuperscript{570}

The IRI process requires creatively reframing narratives over time to focus on the cooperative relationship between groups while still allowing for distinct compatible ingroup narratives.\textsuperscript{571} This model respects distinct ingroup narratives while emphasizing intergroup cooperation.\textsuperscript{572} With a focus on collaboration, IRI does not create a situation wherein a dominant group may threaten subgroup identities. This does not require an intelligence chief to convince all subordinates that she is necessarily “one of them” to gain their trust and influence their norms; such actions have the potential for group members to perceive a blurring of superordinate and subgroup distinctions as a threat that can have negative consequences. Instead, IRI focuses on the superordinate values of the relationship between groups; for instance, IRI might suggest reframing the narrative to argue that the intelligence organization can only be effective when analysts, sworn assets, and leadership use their distinctive values and skills to execute various considerations within the
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Intelligence Cycle. From the legal advisor’s perspective, IRI suggests that it is more effective to emphasize the need for a collaborative relationship between attorney and clients in an intelligence enterprise to build trust and cooperation rather than convincing analysts and sworn assets that the attorney is “one of them.”

The relationship between groups becomes the connecting narrative. IRI embraces collaboration, symbiosis, and distinctions simultaneously. Much like the theory of cross-categorization, IRI calls for leaders to shepherd multiple groups toward a common, overarching goal (or goals) which naturally requires some level of group cooperation.\(^{573}\) However, unlike cross-categorization, IRI does not try to change the salient narratives of subgroups to overlap.\(^{574}\) The collaborative relationship between parties defines the groups, but does not define the group’s distinctive identities themselves.\(^{575}\) IRI can build the trust of multiple groups because it does not threaten the distinct identities of any respective group or group leader.\(^{576}\) Instead, IRI allows for construed membership that pushes ingroup identity outward.\(^{577}\) Arguably, if used effectively, this method can create a more organic, horizontal method to initiate organizational change.

From the perspective of the intelligence chief who wishes to influence an agency’s culture to more fully embrace a balance between security and liberty considerations, the social identity perspective argues that the top-down approach of giving edicts, as President Bush did shortly after 9/11, will produce limited long-term value. Agency members may follow through motions because they are extrinsically compelled to do so, but that does not create any intrinsic motivation to alter group norms and beliefs unless the respective ingroup members adopt the edict as consistent with their preexisting values and view the intelligence chief as sufficiently part of their ingroup to the point they can accept the chief influencing their group norms. Instead of reaching out to other groups directly, IRI calls
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for prototypical leaders to work together in a boundary-spanning leadership coalition. Intergroup processes, rather than interpersonal relationships, become critical to the IRI theory. Next, Chapter V will outline how the IRI process can impose cultural balance between security and liberty in intelligence enterprises through a coalition of leaders.
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V. STEERING A TEAM OF TEAMS: RECRUITING PROTOTYPICAL LEADERS TO BALANCE SECURITY AND LIBERTY

This thesis began by asking how intelligence leaders should respond to increasing demands on transparency and privacy. Chapters II and III demonstrated the need for transparency, organizational support, and consent of stakeholders in creating new, aggressive intelligence programs. The case study outlined in those chapters also highlighted the dangers an organization can create for itself in prizing secrecy and downplaying stakeholder support and organizational buy-in when furthering the prevention narrative. Chapter IV emphasized the importance of leadership and the inherent difficulties in social dynamics and initiating social change. Social dynamics limit individual leaders and actors in their scope of influence. Should leaders desire to better prepare their intelligence enterprises for a transparent twenty-first century, then they should attempt to implement some variation of the IRI model within their organizations. By applying the IRI model to intelligence enterprises, particularly with a focus of better balancing security with liberty interests, intelligence officials can better prepare their organizations to consider and plan for societal privacy concerns. The IRI model builds on ideas, based in the social identity perspective, that recognize the limitations of individual subgroup leaders or a leader of a larger, superordinate organization to enact change across entire organizations. Additionally, it advocates for coalition-building partnerships among subgroup prototypical leaders to develop change within each leader’s respective subgroup.

Recognizing that organizational needs vary by group and that many of the following elements are malleable, intelligence leaders intent on striking a cultural balance in security organizations should consider the development of a “team of teams” approach, which in many ways mimics efforts by General Stanley McChrystal to create more effective intelligence and operational squads in the military (catalogued in a book by the same name). Rather than micromanaging organizational culture change themselves,

intelligence chiefs should recruit subgroup prototypical leaders to the cause of balancing security and liberty interests within their respective subgroups. This, of course, requires sensemaking awareness for an intelligence chief to understand who the appropriate ingroup prototype leaders are to recruit, and to effectively understand what subgroups comprise the organization. The top leader’s responsibility in this effort is to use effective communication across the organization to set the stage for the subgroup prototypical leaders to develop support. Through the promotion of this team of teams, intelligence leaders can achieve a balance between security and liberty cultural norms by diffusing responsibilities and promoting ingroup autonomy, by establishing new forms of internal cultural oversight without creating expanding bureaucracies of oversight, by building effective educational programs, and by improved horizontal communication and transparency.

Communication and awareness play significant roles in the early stages of this recruitment process for intelligence leaders. The early stages may be the most important for the superordinate chief to establish the baseline expectations. An intelligence chief may wish to convey rhetoric using the communicative elements discussed earlier in a “public information” manner to broadly communicate an intent to ensure the proper balance between security and liberty in the intelligence enterprise’s decision-making processes. However, when implementing rhetoric, leaders should start small. An effective first step—and one that is commonly proscribed as a best practice in intelligence enterprises—is to install a role focused specifically on liberty interests in the enterprise. Ideally, by Department of Justice standards, this role focuses on privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties matters on a full-time basis and has regular access to legal counsel.581 The liberties-based role is valuable in that, by focusing primarily on privacy, civil rights, rule of law, and civil liberties considerations, the implementation of the role ensures at least one voice to counteract potential extremes of the prevention narrative. However, the installation of a liberties-based role by itself does little if leaders or social groups more generally closet off that position from certain aspects of the enterprise. Just as the White House short-circuited

581 Global Advisory Committee, Establishing a Privacy Officer within a Justice or Public Safety Entity: Recommended Responsibilities and Training (Washington, DC: Department of Justice, June 2014), https://it.ojp.gov/GIST/165/.../Final-Privacy-Officer-Function-Brochure-6-17-140.pdf.
internal executive oversight mechanisms by preventing access to information related to Stellarwind, the mere presence of a position does not guarantee appropriate checks, nor does it influence an entire organization’s culture. Group members within the intelligence agency are likely to view the liberties-based role as an outsider or external oversight mechanism when their respective ingroups become most salient. If leaders are not careful, intelligence group members may view such a role in a similar derogatory fashion as to how Alberto Gonzales and David Addington viewed the FISC—as nothing more than a roadblock.

Instead, leaders may use the liberties-based role as the initial seed to begin the culture-setting process. The liberties-based role should have open and regular access to various subgroups within the intelligence enterprise, should regularly sit in on their conversations, and should work to develop intergroup relationships with the various subgroups while conveying the message of how groups can balance security and liberty interests. This “fly on the wall” model may lead to acclimation as a starting point. The liberties-based role could also engage subgroup members in dynamic, critically-thinking based educational training, particularly using scenario-based education as preparation for agency members. Group members are more likely to find relevance and value from scenario-based training rather than rote rule outlines. Ultimately, with sufficient contact and positive intergroup relations, subgroup members would benefit from the liberties-based role member as a “construed” or extended member of the ingroup. This also highlights the importance of recruiting people into liberties-based roles who demonstrate an ability to find positive solutions and common ground to garner good will and not have ingroup members view them as roadblocks. Once the organization’s subgroups accept that proscriptive privacy role and the collaborative value of its message, intelligence leaders can work to expand and diffuse the sources of the balancing narrative.

The installation of the liberties-based role is not part of the IRI model recommendations—it is a precursor. The social identity perspective and the IRI model highlight the limitations of an individual person or a small group in truly enacting cultural change across a broad intelligence enterprise, as evidenced by the War Council’s failures; instead of enacting true ingroup narrative changes, the liberties-based role serves as an internal oversight mechanism that other groups, when conflict arises, will likely view as part of an outgroup whose message is mitigated by his or her outgroup position. The evidence suggests that any desired cultural change to balance the equities of security and liberty should come from within the collective subgroups of the organization. The IRI model suggests that for an intelligence leader to effectively spread a culture that seeks to balance liberty and security, the leader can recruit subgroup prototypical leaders to the cause by emphasizing the value and importance of the cultural norm. Obtaining the support of these subgroup leaders is critical because they will essentially take on an additional responsibility of part-time liberties-based role members, in that those leaders will need to ensure reasonable analyses of liberty and security interests take place.

This only works if those leaders appreciate and subscribe to the organizational value of the responsibility. Ideally, through the recruitment process, an intelligence leader could develop a coalition of subgroup prototypical leaders who work together to handle and discuss issues related to balancing security and liberty within the organization from various symbiotic perspectives. This does not mean that the leader must convert the subgroup prototypes into staunch privacy advocates. The relevant considerations in balancing security and liberty interests may well change given the context presented. This model expects a diverse variety of perspectives on how to balance security and liberty to best represent society’s diversity of views; in return, the model simply asks its actors to consider how that balancing should occur, along with considerations for the ramifications of the actors’ choices. These leaders may accomplish this balancing through regular discussions about how new initiatives affect that balance, round tabling how external stakeholders, like the media or oversight bodies, might view intelligence efforts, or regularly reviewing the enterprise’s activities in the greater context of societal considerations on privacy. Leaders should recruit members to the prototype coalition from
all of the organization’s relevant subgroups. This coalition diffuses the responsibility of promoting new cultural norms from a singular organizational leader to a group of leaders more closely situated to a significantly larger percentage of the organization’s members.

As the balancing norms spread, the leaders’ goal should be to diffuse responsibility for balancing considerations even further down to line-level assets, eventually reaching a point where every member intrinsically feels a responsibility to consider how their actions play into the balancing of the equities based on their sense that it is an ingroup norm. This should not be a radical notion as personnel regularly engage in similar analytical calculations for matters such as time allocation, resource allocation, and threat priorities. This is not to suggest that spreading responsibility and considerations of balancing the equities will necessarily lead to the elimination of miscalculations by agencies moving forward, but at minimum it would prepare agency personnel at all levels to critically analyze how external stakeholders, like legislative overseers or the public, will perceive their actions. From the social identity perspective, this diffusion of responsibility will better prepare intelligence enterprises to work with external stakeholders and increase members’ stability, certainty of purpose, and value within intelligence enterprises, leading to higher morale and efficacy. In effect, this model should mitigate the instability and cycles of risk aversion found in intelligence-based social groups, notably within the IC after major abuses and prior to significant intelligence failures.

Various subgroups within an intelligence enterprise contribute distinctly to the balancing of considerations between security and liberty. Attorneys can provide legal guidance and implications for certain excesses while analysts and sworn assets can detail effective investigative or intelligence techniques. Some groups may be more risk averse while others more aggressive in pressing for security. Ultimately, a two-way symmetrical dialogue among the prototype coalition should develop a balanced framing for intelligence efforts that draws on analysis and evidence-based justifications rather than gut instincts, fear, or raw emotions. The prototype coalition plays a significant role in developing the overarching, superordinate norm throughout the organization of an articulable balancing between security and liberty. The prototypical leaders that intelligence officials recruit will have many roles to play in implementing the necessary change within an organization. One
of them is to serve as a “boundary-spanner,” because their role in the prototype coalition requires cooperation with members of other organizational subgroups.\textsuperscript{584} Boundary-spanners should act consistently with their ingroup values when engaging outgroup members rather than engaging others based on interpersonal relationships.\textsuperscript{585} In the leadership coalitions, leaders represent their groups instead of themselves.\textsuperscript{586} The alternative—cooperation based on interpersonal relationships—will likely result in social groups mitigating the value of those perceived relationships as inconsistent with group norms.\textsuperscript{587} Leadership coalition members should work “to overcome this human propensity and to bridge intergroup differences in order to build cooperation and collaboration among members of two or more groups in the service of a single vision and a sense of purpose.”\textsuperscript{588} If leaders engage the coalition as respective ingroup group members, over time follower ingroup members will come to see the interactions of their group leaders with other group leaders as eliminating preconceived outgroup stereotypes that may denigrate a desired mutual purpose.\textsuperscript{589} Thus, attorneys should represent their ingroup’s legal values while sworn assets should represent their ingroup’s investigative values, and neither the attorney nor the sworn asset should rely solely on interpersonal relationships in engaging the other. The role of the intelligence chief in this process, as well as the role of the prototypical ingroup leaders, is to clearly articulate the mutually beneficial relationship of collaborative efforts to followers.\textsuperscript{590} The best method to articulate these efforts would likely be through the “press agency” or “public information” models.\textsuperscript{591}
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One purpose of the leadership coalition is to engage the group’s respective leaders in dialogue, particularly for new initiatives. When engaged, these leaders bring their respective positions, perspectives, and arguments as peers, engaging in a dialogue based in some level of evidence and reason. These discussions should be hierarchically flat, meaning no person involved uses any power dynamics or position titles to stifle the discussions. Through such discussions, leaders operate in transparency as they articulate justification for choices and beliefs while subjecting themselves to counterarguments and constructive criticism. In discussing security-based considerations, each member of the prototype coalition should also interpret and present the liberty-based ramifications from his or her ingroup’s perspective. For this thought exercise, consider Mr. Comey and Director Hayden from the case study partaking in this process. They may be two of several in a leadership coalition discussion on a new collection idea. Both men could bring their articulable opinions to the table and engage in a hierarchically-flat dialogue. The ensuing discussion would likely parallel, or at least touch on many stakeholder concerns represented through various leader viewpoints, thereby better preparing leadership for those issues. Noticeably absent from this hypothetical is the presence of an Addington-like character, whose tactics have no place in constructive dialogues.

Beyond the substance that may come from those discussions, the value of prototypical leadership coalitions is in how respective ingroup members view the interactions of their prototypical leaders; if members view norms valuing intergroup relations between leaders based on a mutual interest in furthering a reasonable balance of the equities, then ingroup members are more likely to mirror those values and behaviors. As followers see their own respective prototypical leaders engage in transparent and considerate discussions about organizational activities, those followers will internalize these traits. Through the leadership coalition’s use of effective discussions, subgroup members will likely adopt lessons learned from those discussions over time and apply similar tools in their engagement. In effect, the respective leaders take back to their groups
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the work of the coalition. This is how the superordinate value system spreads. No individual leader or actor is a lynchpin for success; rather, all the included actors are ultimately necessary as they spread the message across the entirety of an organization.

This model also has the added benefits of improving intergroup cooperation, communication skills, and autonomy. If used effectively, the IRI model can lead to a “team of teams” who work more effectively among their respective ingroups and along intergroup relationships. By mirroring the communicative efforts of the leadership coalition’s balancing discussions, leaders can use similar tools to improve critical thinking analysis and situational awareness. This may improve the organization’s resources for intelligence efforts more generally.

The long-term goal of this model is to improve the efficacy of intelligence enterprises to create the necessary resources for cultural change for a singular issue of critical importance: ensuring a reasonable balancing of security and liberty interests. This thesis argues that by using the above-noted tools to influence organizational change, leaders can move their organizations closer to the goal of balance between security and liberty interests while at the same time improving the efficacy of their intelligence resources more generally. One of the ways in which the use of the IRI theory can accomplish these dual missions is through the development of “high identifiers.” If the intelligence leader can establish that one of the organization’s values is to reasonably balance the equities of security and liberty, high identifiers will adopt that value as their own over time. When group saliency is high, people are more likely to act consistently with group norms than when the group is less important. Those with greater ingroup identification are more likely to show behaviors consistent with group norms and expectations than those with weaker group commitment. Low identifiers, conversely, are harder to predict, because they tend to focus more on self-serving, personal
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motivations. High identifiers are also more likely to “stick with their team” until the bitter end. They tend to more overtly and consistently display group prototype characteristics. The IRI model increases group saliency by highlighting the importance of respective ingroups through their intergroup relationships, thereby making the group’s existence and values critical; thus, in the context of balancing the equities of security and liberty, leaders should highlight how various subgroups are important and must cooperate to effectively achieve that balance. Therefore, the highlighting of ingroup saliency in a positive manner for intergroup collaboration can have the spillover effect of increasing personnel morale and purpose.

Leaders should want more high identifiers among their ranks. Low identifiers are less likely to seek resolutions to group issues if they do not improve the subgroup’s hierarchical social status, while high identifiers are more likely to seek group resolutions regardless of any external competitive considerations. Low identifiers tend to act more strategically to attain what they perceive as improving their own social status through association; alternatively, high identifiers act more commonly for the sake of the group because they take self-value from the group’s enhancement, since high identifiers more directly tie their self-value to the group’s identity. The shared group experiences that result from this IRI method can create an effective superordinate social identity, potentially further creating more high identifiers in intelligence enterprises. These efforts better prepare intelligence enterprises for collaboratively working with external stakeholders, which is critical for optimum efficacy, as discussed in Chapters II and III.
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A. REACHING OUT TO STAKEHOLDERS

The case study in this thesis highlights how government protectors risk alienating external stakeholders when they foster the prevention narrative. Intelligence enterprises need the consent of the people they serve, and this may come in many forms: one may be through the will of legislators; another may be support (even tacitly) from advocates seeking security and those seeking the protection of civil liberties. The intelligence enterprise cannot successfully exist without the consent and support of the public.\textsuperscript{602} The case study also makes clear that intelligence efforts do not operate in a vacuum, and that officials must work collaboratively with external stakeholders to operate at peak strength. Like the subgroup organizational social dynamics outlined above, the social identity perspective and the IRI model provide valuable insights into how intelligence enterprise leaders can move forward in building partnerships with external stakeholders.

It always important to value an organization’s relationships with external stakeholders, but this process should begin by focusing on an organization’s internal cultural health. The process should ideally begin prior to concerted efforts to initiate new collaborative efforts with external stakeholders, or otherwise intelligence leaders should at least have a sense that their enterprise understands the necessity of working collaboratively with external stakeholders. Priming the organizational culture to prepare for reframing intergroup relationships is likely to improve the efficacy of refocused efforts in establishing deeper collaboration with external partners. At least in the dynamics of organizational subgroup relationships, the superordinate organizational identity can serve as a familiar frame for reference. The intergroup dynamics between an intelligence enterprise and a legislative oversight panel or an external advocacy group are likely to be far more competitive, according to the social identity perspective, than a relationship between a sworn asset and a group of analysts. In the relationship with an advocacy group, extended contact between persons and/or groups is likely to lower hostility on either an interpersonal or intergroup level. In the legislative oversight relationship, there is less opportunity for extended contact on a day-to-day basis, and so competition between groups will increase
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as conflict arises. Unlike the sworn asset and the analysts, members of an intelligence agency are less likely to feel a sense of shared identity on any level with a perceived hostile media, advocacy organizations like the ACLU, or oversight committees. Yet, these same groups can give intelligence enterprises exponentially more effective authority to operate with consent, so it is the responsibility of intelligence leaders to seek collaborative relationships with these stakeholders when possible.

According to the social identity perspective, when differences between groups are salient, competition between groups will drive conflict.603 However, Korschun argues that ingroup/outgroup relationships can be more productive when ingroup members view the outgroup as extended members of the ingroup.604 For example as Korschun notes, the bevy of Apple fan groups, blogs, and supporters who wait in line for weeks before the sale of a new iPhone may not be an ingroup member of the Apple Corporation, but such people may be viewed by Apple employees as part of the extended ingroup who share salient values.605 To establish a similar relationship (though surely not as doting as the Apple example), intelligence organizations would need to develop a collectivist nature based on shared values, such as “we are all in this together.”606 This is surely easier when the internal culture of an intelligence enterprise already subscribes to a similar ideal.

Using a collectivist orientation, ingroup members who can view external stakeholders as having a “construed” ingroup membership can be valuable for finding a perspective of nominal ingroup association through shared identity.607 Collectivist organizational identities are more likely to seek cooperation with stakeholders, as they are more likely to view those stakeholders as valuable assets.608 If an intelligence leader were able to establish an internal culture of collaboration and a reasonable balance between
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security and liberty, the extension of this culture to other external stakeholders could be more suggestable. Similar to internal leadership coalitions where respective members may hold different viewpoints on an appropriate balance between security and liberty interests, intelligence agencies and external stakeholders can still agree on a need for balance while viewing the appropriate balance differently. While intelligence agencies may not always like the end results of those debates, those debates will lead to a better understanding of public sentiment and, ultimately, a more solid foundation of public consent from which to operate.

The IRI model also increases the likelihood of effective cultural change among collaborative partners. There is no need for intelligence leaders to suggest members of advocacy groups and the intelligence enterprise are of the same ilk; one supposes members of both groups would scoff at such attempts at narrative framing, even if both groups do want similar goals of balanced liberty and security but may see very different perspectives on how to manifest those goals. Even if the parties were amenable to such a superordinate identity, it would likely falter in times of conflict. The IRI model provides a method for retaining the distinct identities of an intelligence enterprise and external stakeholders like advocacy groups, media outlets, and oversight groups. Using a similar “team of teams” model as outlined earlier in this chapter, organizational prototypical leaders could establish group-based symbiotic relationships with these external partners that highlight the need for intelligence agencies to engage external groups to obtain the consent of the governed. In doing so, leaders could advocate a narrative framing that highlights the need for a shared consensus on what is appropriate activity. Calling back to General Hayden’s notion of “translucence,” such partnerships could allow external groups a better understanding of how intelligence enterprises operate without releasing sensitive information that would debilitate efficacy; the intelligence agency in return would be able to operate from a more stable foundation based on shared consent and understanding.609 That stable foundation would improve the sense of certainty that social groups desire, and ultimately improve the

609 See Hayden, Playing to the Edge, 424.
likelihood that intelligence enterprises will not face sudden external threats like the executive branch saw in the case study examined in this thesis.

Again, the intelligence leader who impresses upon agency membership the importance of working with external stakeholders can only influence the narrative to an extent. Social dynamics of group relationships require more than purely interpersonal relationships to be consistently effective. Based on conflicting evidence, it seems that interpersonal contact alone is insufficient to soften intergroup conflicts. Even with significant personal contacts, the likelihood of intergroup conflict remains high when an outgroup threatens an ingroup’s identity, purpose, or distinctiveness. The IRI model expects that organizational prototypes who work with external group prototypes do so while projecting group-based values to highlight the intergroup nature of the interactions. Doing so may provide a basis for improved cooperation and, as a result, improved efficacy.

---
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VI. CONCLUSION

Americans arguably expect more today from their intelligence officials than at any time in recent memory.612 Not only do citizens expect intelligence organizations to be more transparent than during the Cold War, but intelligence officials must protect the public from a more diverse array of threats than ever before as terrorist organizations continue to splinter and homegrown violent extremists and lone offenders comprise a larger percentage of domestic terrorist activities.613 Some might argue that these difficulties are precisely why intelligence leaders must act more aggressively. The purpose of this thesis does not conflict with that notion; instead, this thesis asks the corollary question of how that can be done in a method that maintains a societally-approved balancing of security and liberty interests, thereby maintaining the support of stakeholders and the public writ large while also ensuring efficacy of intelligence efforts.

Stakeholder support is important because intelligence organizations operate most effectively when they have the support of their respective stakeholders, including the legislative bodies who give intelligence organizations their authorities, the courts who often review intelligence activities, the media who frame public narratives about intelligence activities, and, most importantly, the public from whom all authority for intelligence activities derive in a democratic society. The pages of this thesis contain the names of those who came from the ranks of federal executive organizations and who recognized the need to engage in politically sustainable intelligence activities, even if these individuals may have had starkly different interpretations of what was “politically sustainable.”614 From Michael Hayden to Jack Goldsmith to John Yoo, many people who
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were involved in this case study understand the need to ensure stakeholder support for their activities, or alternatively suffer the consequences.

The social identity perspective makes clear how harmful conflicts between organizational subgroups and among intelligence stakeholders are to organizational health. The case study highlighted in Chapters II and III discussed the apparent dangers for social groups who embrace the “prevention at all costs” narrative. This prevention narrative can come from perceived ingroup inadequacies or through perceived outgroup threats. In the twenty-first century, intelligence officials must be cognizant of the pitfalls awaiting organizations that attempt to unilaterally and aggressively enhance their capabilities in an all-out effort to prevent another terrorist attack. The case study highlighted several of those consequences, which, in their totality, consistently threatened intelligence enterprises with a significant loss of capabilities. Those losses may come from stakeholders who remove an intelligence agency’s authorities to act, from stakeholders who take away intelligence agency resources, from stakeholders who dramatically enhance their own involvement to rebut agency overreach, or from stakeholders who stop cooperating because of a lack of trust. Intelligence abuses may also lead to financial damages, as referenced in Chapter IV.

Internally, social groups who foster the prevention narrative also risk significant organizational harms. Conflict between subgroups weakens the superordinate organization’s cohesion when people retreat into closer subgroups that compete with each other.615 These competitions ignite a recurring cycle of conflict. As people rely so heavily on their group associations to form their self-identities, the social identity perspective is a useful lens through which to view social dynamics in and around organizations. In the case study, this thesis highlighted the devolving relationships between social groups as the War Council entrenched itself in the framings of the prevention narrative; the thesis also demonstrated the extremes to which members of other social groups went to counteract perceived devolving norms, to include threats to resign en masse or leaks of classified information in perceptively dire circumstances.

By focusing on the social identity perspective to analyze the case study, this thesis makes clear that effective leadership is a critical component to strong organizations.616 Leadership does not equal raw, coercive positional power.617 Instead, leadership of a group comes from the group’s acceptance and support.618 According to the social identity perspective, a prototypical leader is an individual who most strongly identifies with a group’s perceived vision of the ideal group member, who can then take that correlation and use the group’s acceptance to influence group norms.619 Those in positions of power in organizations must recognize the distinction between power and leadership, and strive to use leadership qualities to positively influence their organization and their surrounding stakeholders.

The case study discussed in Chapters II and III suggests that those with the most power in the White House after 9/11—namely, President Bush, Vice President Cheney, and Counsel to the Vice President David Addington—failed to recognize the distinction between power and leadership when they sought to implement aggressive, norm-changing intelligence programs. Their reliance on unilateral decisions and purely coercive power led to a failure of organizational acceptance. This resulted in significant conflict when their orders deviated from previously-held group norms. The case study also suggests that those policymakers unnecessarily created strife through their tactics; they could have just as easily obtained similar authorizations and resources through a persuasive campaign to garner support from stakeholders within the IC and from external stakeholders. Instead, those policymakers risked the institutional efficacy of the executive branch and the IC’s intelligence capabilities with harms that have had continuing ramifications beyond their supposed resolutions.620
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Looking forward, this thesis lays a foundation upon which future researchers and policy-makers may build. The central theme of this foundation is determining how to influence the cultures of security-based intelligence enterprises to effectively balance security and liberty interests, including privacy rights, civil rights, civil liberties, and rule of law considerations. Within these pages are broad strokes meant to provide a generalized outline that leaders can apply based on individualized organizational needs. Through the IRI theory, this thesis provides one potential method for improving the ability of intelligence enterprises to balance the equities between security and liberty. The IRI theory is only one possible tool to enact this goal, but IRI is thoroughly steeped in the social identity perspective discussed in this thesis. IRI is distinct in the field of social identity in that it focuses on the necessity of intergroup relations as a defining characteristic of groups’ identities.621 This method recognizes the need to grasp social dynamics when seeking to institute cultural change and uses those forces to the leader’s advantage. Specifically, this application of the IRI Theory compels an organizational chief to combine a “press agency” or “public information” model communication technique while recruiting and fostering a leadership coalition of organizational subgroup prototypical leaders, or a leadership coalition.622 Those leaders set the stage for social influence among themselves and among their respective ingroups.623

The job of the leadership coalition is to work among its members to determine an appropriate balancing of security and liberty interests in intelligence efforts. That balancing should be the result of candid, engaging discussions involving a variety of perspectives based in articulable concerns. Through that dialogue, the leadership coalition can mirror stakeholder concerns over intelligence and better prepare the organization for those stakeholder interests. Moreover, when members of the leadership coalition engage each other as members of their respective ingroups, those leaders set the stage for their ingroup
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followers to act in kind. Thus, IRI has the additional benefit of potentially lessening intergroup conflict.

Use of the IRI model can also improve relationships with external stakeholders. By using a similar model to the internal leadership coalition concept, intelligence agencies can improve “translucence” with public stakeholders and better understand their concerns over government surveillance while maintaining necessary levels of secrecy. Improved relationships with external stakeholders enable intelligence leaders to better understand where the consent of the governed may lie. Using the IRI model, intelligence officials can focus on framing collective values of an intelligence enterprise and its stakeholders while still respecting different perspectives. Conversely, an ingroup that fosters the prevention narrative can lead to flippant mitigation of outgroup stakeholder concerns as evidenced in the case study. These actions tend to only inflame group distinctions, continuing cycles of conflict. As a result, intelligence officials have less understanding about what external stakeholders may support.

Moving forward, application of the IRI theory to an intelligence enterprise to better balance security and liberty interests requires real-world testing. It is, at this point, a theoretical concept of change, though it is a concept many intelligence officials who read this work will likely recognize as having merit. While the IRI model is purely abstract today, interested persons can take this model (or a relevant variant) and apply it in a real-time scenario. Through effective testing of this social psychological model, researchers and practitioners can improve upon this foundational basis to determine the most effective steps for limiting the threats of the prevention narrative.

By working with external stakeholders and fostering an internal organizational culture that seeks to reasonably balance security and liberty interests, officials lessen the
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likelihood that stakeholders will one day question and scrutinize their actions for potential abuses of authority or violations of stakeholder expectations. Officials can also use these concepts to prevent many of the dire scenes of social conflict outlined in the case study. Ultimately, using social identity-based models like the IRI theory, intelligence officials can better prepare their organizations to understand what might be out of bounds for their organizations, what the organization’s stakeholders might allow in times of necessity, and what exactly constitutes “playing to the edge” in their areas of responsibility.
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